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Section 1

EPA STRATEGY FOR CONTROL OF MEDIUM AND IIEAVY" DUTY

MOTOlt VEIlICLE NOISE

InMarch, 1974, inaccordance _IthSection5(a)(2)ofthe Noise Control

" Act of 1972, EPA published a document in which levels of environmental noise

requisite to protect public health and welfare were identified il).'" Since EPA

studies have shown that actual environmental noise levels in many parts of

tile country exceed the levels identified as deslrnble_ a Federal strategy Is

being developed to eostrol environmental noise.

NOISE LEVELS PROTECTIVE OF PUBLIC IIEALTU AND WELFARE

As part of the identification of noise levels protective of public health and

welfare, EPA has selected the noise measures it believes are most useful for

describing environmental noise and its effects on people.

Environmental noise is defined in the Noise Control Act as "the intensity,

duration mid the character of sounds from all sources. " The measures for

characterizing environment noise must, therefore, evaluate these factors.

However_ the measures must also predict human response and be simple to

monitor if they are to be useful. EPA has chosen two cumulative equivalent

sotu_dlevelmeasures asitsbasicindicatorsofnoisethatconstitutesa long-

term hazard topublichealthand welfare. The firstmeasure isthe equivalent

sound level(Leq).which isthe constantsound level(dBA) thatin n given sltua-
_tlon and time period would convey the same sound energy as does the actual

time-varying sound; Leq is used as an indicator of lang-term bnzard to hearing.

A variation of Lcq , tile day-night sound level (Ldn) Is the equivalent sound level
during n 24 hour period with a 10 dB(A) penalty added to events occurring

between the hours of 10 p.m. and 7 e.m. to account for the increased annoyance

caused by noise at night; Ida is used as Im indicator of long-term annoyance,
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'l_e ralstinnships between environmental noise and haman response have

been quantified using the simple measures described above. The human

response examined was a combination of such factors as hearing interference,

sleep Interference, speech interference, desire for a tranquil environment

and the ability to use telephones, radios, and TV satisfactorily.

The levels idcutifled by EPA as desirable from a public health and welfare

viewpoint are predicated on minimizing the average number of people who may

experience .an adverse reaction to noise as a result of extended exposure.

However, different individuals do not have the same susceptibility t_ noise.

Even groups of people may vary in response depending on previous exposure,

age, socio-economic status, political cohesiveness and other social variables.

In the aggregate, however, the average response of groups of people is predic-

table and related to cumulative noise exposure as expressed by Ldn or Lsq.
Detailed discussions of the relationships between environmental noise and

human response is provided in the EPA docume_lt Information on Levels of

Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect Public tlealth and Welfare with an

Adequate Margin of Safety. Desirable outdoor noise levels are summarized in

Table 1 tn terms of yearly equivalent levels which, if not exceeded, would be

safe from a health and welfare viewpoint. Public health and welfare for the

purpose of this analysis was defined so as to include personal comfort, well-

being, and the absence of clinical symptoms.

TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVELS IDENTIFIED AS RE_ISITE TO PROTECT

PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE WITH AN ADEQUATE MARGIN OF SAFETY. (2)

.Effect Level in dB Area

Hearing Lcq '24'_i -<90 All AreasLoss

Activity Interference L. -_ 55 Residential
outdoors an:, Areas
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ACTUAL NOISE I,EVELS IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS

Studios have bean performed to measure the noise levels in resideatiol

areas and to estimate the number of people subjected to noise in fllose areas.

Table 2 contains estimates of the manber of people residing tn urban areas

which are exposed to noise prineip.-'dly caused by urban tr,'fffie, freeway

traffic, and aircraft operations.

,_ TABLE 2

ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN MILLIONS

IN TIIE UNITED S.rATES RESIDING IN URBAN AREAS WIJIC}I ARE EXPOSED

TO VARIOUS LEVELS OF OUTDOOR DAY/N/G/IT AVERAGE SOUND LEVEL (3)

Outdoor Urban Freeway hirersft

Ldn Exceeds TrMfle TrMfle Operations Total

60 59.0 3.1 16.0 78.1

65 24.3 2.5 7.5 34.3

70 6.9 1.9 3,4 12.2

75 1.3 0.9 1.5 3.7

80 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.6

The data In the _:able clearly indicate that motor vehicles are the principal

source of environmental noise in urban areas.

EPA REGULATORY STRATEGY FOR MOTOR VEHICLES

Accordingly, EPA has developed a regulatory strategy that places high

priority on tim control of motor vehicle noise. As part of the development

,: of the strategy, s_udiea were performed for EPA tbat provide information

i on the relative noise contribution of different kinds of motor vehicles to

i traffic noise levels in urban .'treas. Table 3 gives information on the typical

sound level at ,_0 feet of seven types of motor vehicles and also indicates the

I I
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estimatedtotaldailysound energy emittedintothe environment by ,allis-

nvrvlccvehiclesofcaeh type. For the purpose ofthe analysis,trucksund

automobileswore dividedintogroups havingdifferentnoise emission and

technology characteristics. IAght trucks were separated from medium and

heavy duty trucks because they have a higher power-to-weight ratio and are

quieter in normal operation. Large passenger ears were separated from

compact and sports cars for the same reason.

TABLE 3

Estimated Total
Typical Sound Level Sound Energy

Motor Vehicles dB (A) at 50 feet KW-Hrs/Dsy

1. Trucks (medium & heavy) 84 5800

2. Automobiles (sports, compacts) 75 1150

3. Automobiles (passenger) 69 800

4. Trucks (light, pickup) 72 570

5. Motorcycles (highway) 82 325

6. Buses (cityand school) 73 20

7. Buses (highway) 82 12

The sound level (dB(A)) at 50 feet is a measure that suggests which motor

vehicles will be perceived as noisy by the community when they are operated

alone. The dally total sound energy emission is useful because it is an

aggregate measure that takes into account the sound energy emission rate of

the vehicle, the number of vehicles operating, and the amount of time they

are operntcd each day. Neither measure directly relates human exposure or .
response to the vehicle's noise emission; but when several kinds of vehiales

are operated in similar situations, these two measures serve to indicate which

arc the major sources of noise.



The data in Table 3 clearly indicates that medium ,and he_lvy duty trucks

contrlhnte more souml energy to the cuvironmeot tlwm any other type of high-

way vehicle and that an Individual truek will typically be perceived to be

lander than some other type of motor vehicle, These vnhies are n composite

of noise emitted In both urban tcaffic conditions and on freeways, and there

can be little doubt that medium m_d heavy duty trucks are the ms jot contributor

to traffic anise In mmw situations.

The Noise Control Act contains two sections of primary importm_ce/or

the control of racier vehicle noise, Section 6 contains authority by which EPA

may promulgate product noise emission standards for new motor vehicles

that are applicable at the time of sale of such vehicles.

Section 18 of the Act requires EPA to promulgate noise emission regula-

tions that include '_noise emission standards setting such limits on noise

emissions resulting from operation of motor carriers engaged in interstate

commerce which reflect the degree of noise reduction achievable through the

application of the best svnflable teelmology, taking into account the cost of

compliance,"

Accordingly, EPA has developed and is now implementing a motor vehicle

noise control strategy based on sections 6 and 18 of the Act tbat should prove

to be effective in reducing environmental noise in memy areas to the levels

identified as protective of public health and welfare. The strategy calls first,

for the reduction, within one year of the promulgation of these reg_flations under

section 18, of the noise from vehicles over 10,000 pounds GVWI1/GCWR oper-

ated by motor carriers engaged ininterstate commerce, to the lowest noise level

consistent with the noise abatement technology available for retrofit application

daring the one year period_ taking into account the cost of compliance.

Subsequently, under section ¢1, acw product noise emission standards will

be proposed fro" medium and heavy duty tmmks, and it is contemplated that

the new product standards will be maintained for new trucks beyond the initial

point of sale through subsequent modification of these initial I_terstate Motor

Carrier Regulations pursuant to section 18 to require that vehicles manufactured

I
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to comply with new product performance standards and used in interstate com-

merce s}mll maintain the lower noise emission levels during operation.

Additionally, It is anticipated that the performance standards in tile inter-

state motor carrier regulations relating to older vehicles will be made more

stringent as more advanced retrofit technology becomes available and the cost

of compliance permits.

The effect of the initial Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations will be

noticeable principally around highways. The principle noise reduction will be

of the intrusive "noian peaks," which have been widely acknowledged as moru

objectionable to people than much lower levels of continuous noise {4). floweret,

the reduction of traffic noise to levels protective of public health and welfare is

not feasible through retrofit programs alone slid must await the replacement of

the current vehicle population by new quiet vehicles in conformance with noise

standards promulgated under Section 6.

RATIONALE FOR THE COVERAGE OF VEIIICLES OVER 10_ 000 POUNDS GVWR/GCWri

. Prior to proposing regulations applicable only to vehicles over 10,000 pounds

GVWR/GCWR, the Agency analyzed both the relative noise contribution to traffic

norse levels and the typical use patterns of different kinds of motor vehicles.

Light trucks and automobiles were separated from medium _md heavy duty trucks

for the analysis because they have a higher power-to-weight ratlot they are

quieter in normal operation, and they have different uses than larger vehicles.

In addition to their higher noise emissions, medium and heavy duty motor

vehicles are distinguished from lighter vehicles by their typical use for loog

distance interelty and interstate hauling. They are, therefore, operated many

more miles per year on the average than light duty vehicles, which are normally

used for general service and delivery work wltlda a relatively small area.

Medium es well as heavy duty motor vehicles operated by interstate motor

carriers are in significant numbers constantly In transit between different

jurJedietions_ and It would be impractical for them to comply with a different

noise emission standard In different jurisdictions. Thus, "medium duty" as



welt as "heavy duty" motor vehicles operated by intersfate motor carriers

are construed bythe Agency tobe "major noisesources incommerce control

ofwhich requireuniform nationaltreatment"under section18 of the Noise

Control Act,

Conversely, since light duty vehicles arc typically used for general

service and delivery work within relatively small areas and are not usually

subject to the noise emission regulations of m,'my different jurisdictions,

national uniformly, of treatment of the noise emission resulting from their

operation does not appear essential at this time.

Tile specification of a precise delineation between "llgi_t duty" or "small"

veldvlos and "medium and heavy duty" vehicles for pulToses of regulation is

la_'gely an exercise of technical judgment. EPA has chosen to make float deline-

ation at 10,000 pounds GVWR/or GCWR in these regulations.

A break at 10,000 pounds GVWR/GCWR is also convenient because most states

use that weight rating as n distinct,on in their vehicle registration categories.

The Department of Corameree and the Motor Vehicle Mannfaeturers

Association divide light duty and medium duty vehicles at that weight rating.

In addition, it is a standard weight category distinction used by the Department

of Transportation in their safety reg'ulatians, and compatibility of the Inter-

state Motor Carrier Regulations with the present DOT weight categories is

advantageous because DOT is the Federal enforcement agent.

D
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Section 2

TECHNOLOGY AND COST OF QUIETING IN-SERVICE MOTOR VEHYCLES

Section 18(a)(1) of the Noise Control Act requires that noise omission

standards pursuant to that part set limits on noise emissions resulting from

the operation of motor carriers which "... reflect the degree of noise

reduction achievable through the application of best available technology,

taking into account the cost of compliance. "

In order to implement this sectian of the Act, "best available technology"

and '_eost of compliance" have been defined as follows: :

"Best available technohigy" is that noise abatement technology

available for retrofit application to motor vehinles that produces mean-

ingful redaction in the noise produced by vehicles used by motor carriers

engaged in interstate commerce. '_Availablo" is further defined to

include:

1. Teelmohigy applications that have been demonstrated and can be

retrofitted on existing motor vehicles.

2. Technology for which there will be a production capacity neat!-

able to produce the estimated number of parts required soon

enough to allow for distribution and installation prior to the

effective data of the regulation.

3. Technology that is compatible with all safety regulations and

takes into account operational considerations, including mainte-

nance, and other pollution control equipment.

"Cost of compliance" means the cost of identifying and carrying out

the action that must be taken to meet the specified noise emission level,

including the additional cost of operation and maintenance,

Discussion of the technology and coat required to achieve specified noise

emission levels must be based on an understanding of the eourens of motor

vehicle noise. This section describes the noise characteristics of large

J S
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motor vehicles,the technologyavailable,an(}the costofachievingn_ise

reduetios,itapeeifieal]ydism0ssesmulttaxledieseltrucksbecause (l)they

nL_e the most noise, (2)most oftheavailabledatarelatetothesetrucks,

and (3) any regulation which is feasiblefor such trucks will also be feasible

for other large vabieles.

The noiseproduced by a truck depends on the typeand the qanJityofits

component parts. Large tracks ore not stm_dardized as arc automobiles,

. Specialized user needs result in a go'early varied assembly of components,

especially with respect to power train and related equipment, As a result,

truck noise can vary e,_nsidcrably from vehicle to vehicle. To illustrate the

extent of this variation, the discussion of noise sources below is preceded

by a brief description o|" t_-aek components.

GENERAL CIIARACTERISTICS OF LARGE TRUCI';S

Diesel engines may be naturally aspirated (air Introduced at atmospheric

pressure), turboobarged, or supercharged by the engine itself. The engine

can be located either at the h'ont of the cab (in "conventional" trucks) or under

the cab (in "cab-over-engine" trucks).

Exhaust pipes may be routed horizontally undereeatb the body of the

vehicle or vertically to the rear of the cab - commonly referred to as a

"straight stack". A straight stack is usually preferred, because it directs

exl_ust fumes away from motorists and pedestrians, Either single or dual

exhaust systems may be installed. The engine intake may be situated on or

under the hood in a conventional style truck or to the rear of the cab in either

the conventional or the cab-over-engine (COE) style, If it Is behind the cab,

it may be on the same or opposite side of the cab as the exhaust system.

The power-to-weight ratio for a fully laden truck is significantly less

than tha_ for an automobile, with the result that the accessory torque must

bs transmitted through a wide range of gears - up to as many as 15. The

torque is usually applied to either one or two drive axles, The number of

axles on the entire vehicle, including the trailer, can mmgo from 2 to 11, the

limit varying aneerding to state regulations. In general, the greater the

b



number ef ,'odes, the greater the load-carrying capanity of the truck. Corre-

spending in part to the number of axles, tlle number of tires en a heavy truck

trailer combination can range from 10 te 42.

Figure 1 shows tile effect ef vehicle speed and engine rpm on engine

noise at 25 ft. However, noise from the propulsion system is not the only

anntribuinr to the overall noise level. At speeds greater than about 45 mph,

additional noise of significant magnitude is produced by the interaction

between the tires and the road surface(5). The relationship between pro-

pulsion system noise and tire noise as a function ef vehicle speed is shown

in Figure 2 (G'7) The speed at which tire noise begin• te dominate depends

primarily en the type and number of tires en the truck, the degree of tire

wear, tire load, type of pavement, and tire inflation pressure (8).

COMPONENT NOISE SOURCES AND QUIETING TEUIINIQUES

The total noise level produced by a truck is the logarithmic sum of the

individual anise levels produced by several different components. These

component noisesources, shown inFigure 3, are as follows(notnecessarily

'inorder efImporinnce)(9):

• Exhaust system

e Engine cooling fan

• Engine (mechanical)

• Air intake system

• Transminsins (gearbox, drive shaft, rear axles(s))

• Auxiliary engine equipment

• Tire/roadway interaction

s Aerodynamic flew

e Brakes

The first four sources are of major importance for the tTucks of concern

here when they are traveling at low speeds (less than 45 mph) (10). #is

Figure 2 shows, at higher speeds (greater than 4_ mph), tire noise assumes

a much greater significance. A brief discussion of these major sources is

contained in the following sections.

10
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Tire Combinations:

Steering Axle Drive Axles Trailer Axles

100 m _ New Ribs ½ Worn X,Bars NewPocket Retread

El N_]WRibs New X-Bars New Rib Retread

,_. New Ribs New Ribs New Rib Retread

f

oo 1 I I I I
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Vehicle Speed, mph

Figure 2. l_ropu]slon System and Tire Noise for a
Typical 5 AxTe Tractor Trailer (from

L reference 6 _nd 7)
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Major Noise Sources ,O_her$ourq._.s
A. Engine (Mechanical) E. Transmission
B. Engine Cooling Fan F. AneilJary Equipment
C. Engine Exhaust G. Tire/Roadway Interaction
D. Air Intake System H. Aerodynamic Flow

I. Brakes

Conventional (C) Cab Cab-Over-Engine (COE)

I_lgure 3. Truck Noise Sources and Cab Types
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EXIIAUST SYSTEM
I

Exhaust noise is created wilea engine exhaust gases cause oscillations
I

within the exhaust pipe. These oscillations arc radiated to the atmosphere
I

at the tail pipe. Tlle noise is a function of engine type, Induction system, i

exhaust system, and other associated pnrameinrs (10). In addition to being !

radintud from the end of the tail pipe, exhaust noise is transmitted thruugil

the exhaust pipe and muffler walls. Noise is also produced by the applies- ._

tion of engine brnJ¢cs (on trucks so equipped), which assist the wheel 1)rakes

by producing a retarding force on the engine. Typical exhaust noise levels

range from 77 to 85 dB(A) at 50 ft, independent of vehicle speed (11), and

can be much higher in trucks which have been poorly maintained.

Although the cxhaant system is n major ooise source, significant noise

level reductions can be achieved fairly easily. A good muffler is mandatory,

and for maximum quieting, adouble-wall or wrapped muffler ca_ bs used to

rechme radiation through tile walls, Consideration can also be given to

wrapping the tail and e.xhaust pipes with insulation. The system must be

free from leaks and should be attached by isolation mounts to the truck frame,

The location of the muffler in the overall system, the exhaust pipe length D

and diameter, and the tail pips length and diameter should be cousldcred,

although those factors assume a gradually lessening importance as the

attenuation capability of the muffler increases. Muffler specifications and

suggested exhaust system coaflgurstinns m'e currently offered by major

muffler manufacturers for almost every engine, although no universal

muffler exists which is the best for all types of engines.

Exhaust noise alone from trucks equipped with the best available mufflers

typically ranges from 72.5 to 80 dB(A) at 50 ft. These mufflers provide

attenuation of from 9, 5 to 27 dB and are installed on some new trucks as

standard equipment {12). A good quality rnuffisr t:_picaliy costs from $35

to $45_ and since the installation is simple, many trucking companies do it

themselves. Installation costs for either single or dual systems are about

$15(13_ 14) For maximum effect t it is necessary to replace existing flexi-

ble exhaust pipes with rigid pipe and slip joints at a cost of about $45 per

sidu including labor.
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) COOLINGFAN

Trlleks generally sse axial fttllS lo drsw oil- tbrosgh a [l'nol-nlcslliL_d
radiator, Tile air cools water which in turn cools the engioe, Fan noise

is the result of air flow irregularities and is partidily governed by the

) proximity of shrouds, radiators, grills) and radiator slmllers (15). The

i noise produced by the fan is related to fan tip speed. Most diesel engines
on heavy trucks reach maximum rated horsepower at about 2100 rpm. At

this spced_ the fan cml be a major eonlributor to the overall truck noise

level. Typical trnck fans alone exhibit noise levels in tile range of 78 to 83

dB(A) at 50 ft at rated engine speed (16),

Since noise from a cooling fan increases with the rotational speed, it

is possible to reduce the noise while maintaining the same air flow (to

satisfy the same cooling requirement) by using a larger fall turning at a

slower speed. In many cases this may require the installation of n larger

radiator, which could result in an expensive modification to the front of the

engine eompartmcnt.

It is preen possible to install a f,'m blade that produces less noise while

at the same time providing adequate cooling. Most existing fans are stamped

out of metal with equal spacing between tbo blades, and they are driven at a

predetermined fixed ratio of fan-to-engine speed by s belt-driven pulley.

This type of f,'m was net originally designed to be quiet, nor is it particularly

efficient in performing its task. Ia many cases, it can be replaced witb a

more sophisticated design thsL affords a fan noise (not total truck noise)

reduction of from 7 to 12 dB (17). The coat is in the range of $40 to $35

including installation (18), Overall truck noise can also be reduced by about

1 dB in some cases by ineerporaLi_|g a vontarl-type shroud with a small tip

clearance) at a cost of about $45 including installation.

15



Trucks arc designed to be able to cope with heat rejection at mnxinmm

engine power with lit'_.le or no ram air. Since ram air increases with vehicle

speed, fans become less important at higher vehicle speeds and could be

slowed or stopped in many instances, The critical cooling requirement occurs

when the truck is moving slowly in a inw gear but tim engine is developing full

horsepower (e.g. when pulling a heavy load up a long grade). Trucks, un-

like automobiles_ usually de not have an overheating problem when the

vehicle is stopped and the engine idles at low rpm. Given these character-

istics, it is possible for a truck to have a fall which does not operate

continuously.

Fans are new available which operate only when additional engine cooling

is required and which idle when the cooling due to ram air flow is sufficient.

A typical fan of this type has either a thermostatically controlled mechanical

clutch or a viscous fluid clutch. The viscous fluid clutch permits the fan to

rotate at reduced speeds and the thermostatically eontrolted mechanical

clutch permits the fan to stop completely when not needed. Fans utilizing
(13)

these clutches are about 3 to 10 dB quieter than conventional fans .

A viscous clutch costs about $240 including about $15 for the suggested

fan blade. A. the_nnostattcnily controlled mechanical clutch including the

necessary fittings costs from about $285 to $360, plus $40 to $50 for

lnstallniion(20, 21).

ENGINE (MECHANICAL)

Mechanical noise in internal combustion engines is caused by the

combustion process, which produces the high gas pressures necessary to

force the piston down the cylinder and turn the crankshaft. The rapid rise

in cylinder pressure immediately following combustion creates mechanical

vibrations in the engine structure which are transmitted through the cylinder

walls, oil pan, rocker arm, and covers. Some of this vibration is subse-

quently radiated into the atmosphere as acoustic energy.

16
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J []sscdim_ (_ngin_m inili:llL, (i()nll)ssliol| with n fhlnlc which ,_pY(.ad._
t

sm(jcj I]y IIn'oll_hclld Ihtt (_ylincll,r IIIIlll th(.1]ilc]-a_r InjXl111.o(s Ilern=.,d.

j l)ie_el (..effincSj hoWeve].'_ rely on I11sehhigher compression ratios (ai}oail

17:I I',']thor tinm ,();'[) to pro(klvo sI)entaooous (_OnlbLIRtjon, This causes a
more rapid eh.'mge in pressure in the cylinder_ wbieh in turn results in

|
increased engine vibratioa ,'rod hence higher noise levels than those

J aesooiated with gasoline engines. As a result, the mechanical noise

levels of diesel engines often are as nmch as I0 dB hlgher than those of

gasoline engines (22) The engine meohanical noise contribution in tyDical

diesel-powered trucks is on the order of 78 to 85 dB(A) (23).

Turbochargers arc often used to increase the pressure of the intake

air. This reduces the pressure fluct, ualions in the engine lind, iu turn,

lowers tim engine noise level (24). llowever, turboehargers may in some

eases whine, contributing to the overall noise level,

Retrofit methods of reducing engine noise are generally one of two

ktuds:

1. Modification of certain exterior surface covers.

2, Installation of acoustic absorption material .'tad acoustic bar-

riers in the engine enclosure,

Engine noise reduction kils suitable for a limited nan_ber of eng'lne models

are available from a few major engine manufacturers. These kit_ eansist

of various acoustically treated panels and covers a_d provide a reduction

of about 3 dB in engine mechanical noise (as opposed to total vehicle noise

level} at a cost of $50 to $100 for materials {25) and, typically, $30 for

installation (26}. Such kits are In limited production at this time mad have

not undergone complete durability testing (27).

AIR INDUCTION SYSTEM

Induction system noise is created by tile opening and closing of the

intake valves; this actinn causes the volume of air in tile system to

pulsate. The ansoetated noise levels depend upon tile type of engine_ the

engine operating conditions, and whether it Is turboehm'gcd or naturally

aspirated, Typical intake noise levels alone vary from 70 to 80 dB(A) (28}.
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The state of intake noise reduction technology is very similar to that

of exhaust noise reduction. Major manufacturers are able to provide

assistance in proper selection of air intaJcs systems for all popular engine

models (29). Retrofitttug die intake systems of trucks in service consists

of replacing older air cleaners with modern quality, dry clement air cin.'msrs

at an average cost of from $100 to $130 (30). lntaJ_e cleaners and silencers - |

are manufactured largely by the major muffler manufacttzrcrs, i

I

TIRE/ROADWAY INTERACTION

Truck tires for highway usagn can be classified into two categories

- rib tires and crossbar tires (also known as lug or cross rib tires). Rib

tires inok like automohile tires, with the tread elements oriented circum-

fercntinlly around the tire. This is tlm most cerumen type of truck tire and

can be used in all wheel positions. Rib tires are used almost exclusively on

steering axles because of their superior lateral traction and uniform wear

characteristics. Crossbar designs have the tread elements oriented trans-

versely to the plane of the tire. Many trucking companies prefer to use

crossbar tires on drive axles, since they provide up to 60% greater initial

tread depth(31)_ and hence greater mileage before recapping,

The noise-generating mechanisms of tire/roadway interaction are not

completely understood. It is known that the entrapment ..nd release of air

from the tire tread cavities produces noise. Also, it appears that the

vibration of the tire contributes to the total noise level (32). IIowevcr, the

effect on noise levels of the large lugs on crossbar tires and of the road

surface are not well quantified. The result is that basically all the noise

information available has been obtained experimentally, and tire manu-

facturers do not appear to be close to any major breakthrough that would

result in crossbar tire designs exhibiting significantly lower noise levels.

There seem to be us conclusive data which indicate any signtfimmt

difference in traction propertins between rib and crossbar tires under dry,

wet_ or icy conditions Any adventuge tu traction Is probably in favor of

I is
I
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rib tires, because they normally provide About 5% more robber it. contact

witb tile road. linwever, ill snow, sand, gravel, mud, or loose dirt,

where the tire does not come into contact with a firm surface, some cross-

bars will give better traction them rib ttres (33).

Exteaastvo mcssurement,_ of the noise level produced by tires mounted

on the drive axle of a truck-tractor hove been conducted by the National

Burean of Stmulards and tile Department of Transportation (34) {see Figure

4). Typical values of the noise level measured at 50 ft are 68 and 73 dB(A)

At 35 mph for new rib and crossbar tires, respectively, on s concrete

roadway. At 55 mpb those levels typically Increase to 75 and 83 dB(A) (35),

respectively, although higbcr values ore by no me,ms uncommon, In general,

rib tires produce lower noise levels than crossbar tires. Tile noise produced

increases with tire wear, reaching a mmximum value when the tread is

approximately half worn. An increase to noise level of 5 dB(A) over the

levels of new tires is not uncommon (3_q),

Data indicate that some _'etread tires having a trend composed largely

of pockets which are not vented either around the tire or to the side produce

excessive noise levels by allowing air to be trapped, compressed, trod

subsequently rdieaned as the pockets pass through tbe footprint area of the

tire. These pocket retreads are responsible for noise levels around 95 dB(A)

at highway speeds {37)

COST OF RETROFITTING INDI_qDUAL TRUCKS

The noise control information given in tim preceding section reflects

the state of available retrofit technology for each ooiso source. To redi|ee

the noise level produced by an existing vebiele, it is necessary to apply one

or more of the modifications outlined, depending upon the vehicle in question

and the overall noise reduction required. For example, more components

of an old_ poorly maintained truck will normally need to be modified than

those of one in new condition. Also, more treatment will be required for

} trucks originally built with very noisy diesel engines.
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Figure 4. Peak A-Weighted Sound Level, as Measured at 50
Feet, Versus Speed for a Loaded Single-Chassis
Vehicle Ruunlag on a Concrete Surface. Various
Types of New Tires are Represented on the Graph.
These Were Mounted on the Drive ._.xle(35)
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TECIINOLOGY AND COST I_.Z'.'QU]]IED TO COMPLY WITII A LOW-
SI)EEI) STAN1)AII D

Treatmesls indicative of wlmt miglll be required Is hayer truck noise

(other than from tire/road interaction) 1o various levels end tile associated

costs per treatment are listed ia Table .t. The noise levels are for low-

speed fldl-throttle accelerntl_m mcasarecl according to SAE J366a on an

open site over a hard surface. Since (he noise levels of india,ideal trucks

vary, not all trucks requlrieg treatment would require the treatments Indi-

cated to meet each noise level. The percentage of trucks in Table 4 thai

need each type of componest change were estimated by an EPA contractor

from data gathered by a company located in n regulated region of the

country wMch has been extensively engaged in retrofitting trucks to reduce

their noise.

The estimated costs to achieve 90, 88 and 86 dB(A) are comparable to

the actual costs incurred by"that company in retrofitting 7600 large multi-

mule trucks, which are shown in Table 5 (38). The 7600 trucks include

both gasoline and diesel-powered units, representing the p_'oportinn of

each type that required retrofit or repair to meet the noise limits.

Very few trucks have actually been retrofitted to achieve a noise

level of 84 dB(A), since few State and local jurisdictions have low speed

noise standards st levels below 80 dB(A). The EPA contractor estimated

a range of costs of $292-462 to quiet the average multinxle truck to 84

dB(A b while the retrofit service company estimated that it might cost

$950 to quiet a diesel multinxle truck to that level. Costs should be some-

what lower for smaller medium .and heart duty trucks, some of which

could be quieted to 84 dB(A).

There is a practical limit as to what noise levels can be anhleved on

all truek_ through tim use of retrofit technology. EPA studios have Indi-

cated that it is not cost-effective and often not feasible to quiet in-service

motor vehicles much below the noise levels that characterized them when new.

There are trucks in the existing fleet that contain diesel engines that are

21
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TABLE 4

ESTIMATED COSTS TO RETROFIT TRUCKS TO VARIOUS NOISE

LEVELS (According to SAE J306a) IN 1973 DOLLARS

Noise Level Typical Estimated Cost % Trucks Exceeding Avg. Cost Per
dB(A) @ 50' Treatment :Per Item $ Specified Noise Level Truck Retrofitted

Requiring Component
Change

90 Exhaust 1 50-100 100% $50-$100

Total $50-S100

88 Exhaust 1 50-100 100% 00-100

Fan 2 35 5% 2- 2

Total $52-$102

Exhaust 3 100 100% 100

86 Fan 4 80 10% 8

Intake 5 115 5% 6

Total $114

Exhaust 6 100-200 100% $100-$200

Fan7 285-400 50% $143-$200

84 Intake 5 115 20% $ 29-$ 29

Engine 8 80-130 25_ $ 20-$ 33

Total $292-$452

1. Muffler and labor--single or dual system
2. Replaced fan blade
3. Mean cost for muffler and labor, plus additional cost for some trucks

requiring replacement of flexible tubing_ etc.
4. Replaced fan blade and added shroud in some eases
5, Average cost of dry element air cleaner with built-in silencer
6. Muffler and replacement of feasible pipes--single or dual system
7. Viscous fan clutch and now fan blade in conjunction with shroud.

Thermostatically controlled clutch
8. Partial engine kit plus installation.
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TABLE 5

ACTUAL COSTS OF RETROFITTING 7600 TRUCKS TO AClIIEVE

SPECIFIED NOISE LEVELS ACCORDING TO SAE J366a (38)-

Level 90dB(A) 88dB(A) 86 dB(A) 84dB(A)

ActualCost (1973$) $45-I00 $50-ii0 $50-205
Per Truck
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too noisy to be sold in jurisdictions that enforce an 86 dB(A) noise emission

standard at 50 feet. These engines are being phased out of new trucks, |

but they represent an obstacle to limits lower than 86 dB(A) for Interstate

Motor Carrier Regulations that must take best available technology and

cost of compliance into account,

Many heavy trucks are custom-built, and it is technologically possible d
to replace engines or rebuild in-servine trucks to sniffers large reductions

in noise emissions, linwever, this is not considered to be within the

definition of "best available technology," and would involve very high

costs. Even achieving 84 dB(A) for all trucks would require the extansive

use of engine enclosures that arc not currently available and that lmve not

been adequately tested for safety and compatibility with engine msintermnce

needs. !

EPA believes tbat a noise level of 86 dB(A), measured according to

SAE J366a, is achievable through the use of best available technology by

almost all medium and heavy duty trucks in fl|e existing fleet. It is also

achievable by buses, since they use the same engines and tires as trucks.

Trucks are already being retrofitted to reach 86 dB(A) in a number of

states and actual exporinnce indicates that the associated costs were

$50-205 per truck in 1973 for those in-service trucks that had to be

retrofitted.
i

Additionally, at least one major truck manufacturer ban indicated its

intention to work with suppliers to develop a retrofit noise control package

to bring older trucks into compliance with noise levels already proposed.

This should help provide the retrofit service capability flint will be needed

to enable vehicles to comply with the Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations.

Table 4 indicates that most trucks currantly exceeding 86 riB(A)

require only a muffler to be in compliance, and muffler mantffactnrers

have testified in public hearings that adequate mufflers can be available

in sufficient numbers to permit compliance of all trucks within ann year

of promulgation of the Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations.
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TECIINOLOGY AND COS']' IIEQUIRED TO COMPLY WITII A IIIGiI-SPEED
STANDAI_.D

I Since engiue-rclntcd noise does not increase at high speed abm'e the levels

associated with low speed maxio]unl acceleration, tim high speed staud_lrd

sbould exceed the low speed st_mdard only by the noise differential associated
I

witil tim increase in tire noise at higher speeds. Figure ,i indicated that tire

noise continues to increase as truck speed increases.

Considerable high speed noise rcdncttons can be obtained through the

replacement of "pocket retread" tires by crossbar tires at no increase in cost

or loss of performance, floweret, crossbar tires begin to dominate overall

truck noise levels at speeds in excess of 45 mph ,'tad a high speed standard of

86 riB(A) might require the elimination of virtually all crossbar tires.

It sppcars tbnt per-mile cost differentials between tires having different

types of tread may depeod on tire composition ard terrain as well as on motor

carrier recapping policies. A comprehensive study of cost-differentials

associated with the use of truck tires of different types is boh_g carried out by

EPA as preparation for possible hlturc tire regulations and/or revisions of the

Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations.

Howeverp due to performtmcc and safety requirements it does not appear

feasible or desirable to recpaira the elimination of all crossbar tires at this

time. It may be desirable to furti_cr restrict tim use of noisy crossbar tires

in the future, bat such an action requires more data on cost, performance,

and safety dlffsrantiais between tires of different treads than currently is

available.

Accordingly, a four decibel margin bas been added to the 86 dB(A) low

speed sta_ldard to taks tire noise into account. Actual expex'ieneo indicates

that this will require tim elimination of some crossbar tires on heavy trucks

that hays a very large number of axles, iicwever, it should still be possible

for these trucks to operate with crossbar tires on the drive axles.

A comparison of the results of surveys of actual truck noise levels (data

from the surveys is presented in section 4), indicates that essentially the

same percentages of trucks exceeded 86 dB(A) under low speed acceleration
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as c._eoeded 90 dB(A) undcr high speed conditions, and ulso that _hc per-

ccntages are very nearly the same for anch MVIVIA class of trucks considered

separately by number of axles, This strongly suggests that the two standards

are comparable, t

For those trucks that must change from crossbar tires to rib tires in I
order to comply with the standards, a small cost penalty may result, Under

a strategy of recapping each tire only once, the cost difference between

crossbar end rib tires is approximately $.23 per thousand miles. For a

single drive axle truck, this represents a cost difference of less than $. 001

per mlle.

A high-speed noise level of 88 dB(A) would be achievable by two-toxic

trucks because they have fewer tires than multlmxle trucks. A separate i

standard was considered for this category, but an analysis of Idghway anise

levels performed using a DOT ltighwny Noise Prediction Model indicated that

reducing the noise emissions of a portion of the truck fleet over 10,000 pounds

by two decibels would have no measurable effect on highway noise levels.

Accordingly, one high-speed noise limit seemed reasonable for all motor

vehinles over 10,000 pounds GVWR operated by motor carriers engaged in

interstate commerce.
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Section ;3

INTERSTATE MOTOI_, CARRIER REGULATIONS

This section contains a summary of tile regulations, a short exlllarmtion

of the changes marie in the regulations since tile notice of proposed rule-

m,-d<isg, arrd an ,'malysis of tile relationship between the various test measure-

ment procedures used to ascertahr compliance of motor vehicles with noise

emission standards.

SUMMA.!tY OF TltE REGULATIONS

Tile Interstate Motor Carrier Noise Emission Standards are applicable to

all motor vehicles above 10,000 lb GVWR/GCWI_. operated by motor carriers

engaged in interstate commerce. There are two interrelated standards directed

to tire way in which tire nmtor vehicles are operated while in use, The first is

a requirement that motor vehicles generate no more thaa 86 dB(A) at 50 feet in

speed zones at or under 35 mph trader all conditions. The second is that the

vehicles generate no more thrm 90 dB(A) at 50 feet in speed zones ever 35 mph

under all conditions. The intent of those t_vo standards is to limit maximum

propulsion system noise to the same level in both speed zones, but to provide

an additional margin for tire noise in the high speed zones.

If tile actual vehicle speed (rather than tile posted speed limit) were used

in the regulation, then enforcement would require tire simultaneous measure-

meat of each vehicle's speed and noise level. This would be quite difficult in

tile case of a truck operating in a strerm_ of faster-moving passenger ear

traffic. To remove this obstacle to enforcement, the standards are keyed to

the speed zone in which the vehicle is operating rather than its actual speed.

This is the rationale for setting the low-speed, high-speed break at 35 mph

rather than 45 mph, where tire noise could begin to be important.

A stationary engine run-up test standard of 88 dB(A) has been included in

order to permit enforcement at roadside weighing stations. Tiffs test will
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typically be performed over n hard site and is applicable only Io vehicles with

engine speed governors. The test is inappropriate for vehicles without

governors bccanse of the following:

a. Wide variability is introduced by operator technique and tachometer

errors in accelerating to maximum rated rpm in tests of ungoverned

engines.

b. Wide variability exists in the maximum rated rpm for ungoverned

engines, and maximum rpm in a stationary run-up test may be far

above maximum rpm of the engine when in operation.

e, The possibility of catastrophic failure exists when an ungoverned

engine is accelerated rapidly to ma:.2mum speed when not under load.

Most vehicles will violate the regulations only when their exhaust systems

are faulty, and a visual exhaust system Inspection standard has been included

to cover this possibility.

A visual tire inspection standard has also boon included to provide an

effective means of eliminating the noisiest type of tire treat pattern, except

in cases where It carl be shown that the vehicle can meet the 90 dB(A) standard

even when using tires whoso tread appears to be noisy.

The effective date of the regulations is one year from the date of promul-

gation. EPA has detarmland that the required retrofit components will be

available within this period and that a one year effective date will not impose

an undue hardship on the trucking industry.

REVISION elf THE PROPOSED REGULATIONS PRIOR TO PROMULGATION

The Interstate Motor Carrier Noise Emission Regulations which are now

being promulgated incorporate several changes from the proposed regulations

which were published on July 27, 1973. These changes are based upon the I

public comments received and upon the continuing study of motor carrier noise

by the Agency, In all but one instance such changes are not substantial; they 'i

are only intended to further clarify the intent of the proposed regulations.
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Tile sole substantive change Is the deletion of proposed Seetios 202.12,

"Standards for LcvalStreet Operaiion_ 35 MPlior Under. " This see/ion wus

originally proposed as it was felt timt vehicles which cotlld comply with a stan-

dard of 86 dll(A) tinder any conditions on highways with speed limits of 35 mph

or less coald be driven so as to comply with a standard of 80 dB(A) when operated

at constant speed on level streets with speed limits of 35 mph or less. It was

the lstant of the Agency through this section to thereby regulate the manner of

operation of the vehicle, by the driver, without imposing any addttiocal noise

reduction requirement to the vehicle proper beyond that needed to meet the

86 dB(A) standard. Substantial questions were raised regarding the validity of

tim data upon which tile st.'mdard was based. The Agency, upon review of the

rclowmt data, agrees with the comments and accordingly, the Standards for

Level Street Operations section has boon deleted.

Those changes made to clarify tile intent of the regulations, and the reasons

therefore, are as follows:

Section 202. l0 -Definitioas

"Common carrier by motor veI'dcls, r, "contract carrier by motor vehicle, ,t

and "private carrier of property by motor vehicle" were deleted. In their place,

the definition of "motor carrier" was exp,'mded to incorporate, by referenne_

the definition of those terms in paragraphs 14, 15, and 17, of Section 203(a) of

the Interstate Commerce Act (49 USC _03 A). This treatment more closely

follows Section 18(d) of the Noise Control Act and thereby insures that any

question as to the dsfiaition of those terms will be resolved by reference to the

body of law which Congress intended to apply to Section 18.

The definitions of "dB(A)," "soned pressure levclp "and '_soand level, ,r were

changed s]lghty to be consistent with the definitions of those terms used in the

; " document "Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect

Public Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety," issued by the

Environmental Protection Agency in March 1974. "Fast meter response" has

been expanded for clarity.
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"Gross combination weight rating" (GCWR) has been added to ovoid any

possible confusion over whether the regulation is applicable to combination

trucks (i,e,, tractor-trailer rigs) over l.O,O00 pounds weight rating, The

provisions of Subpart B of tile regulation are applicable to all single and oom-

blnation vehicles over 10,000 pounds GVWR or GCWR operated by interstate

motor carriers.

"interstate commerce" has been modified to insure that any questions

as to its scope would be resolved by reference to Section 203(a) of tile Inter-

state Commerce Actt consistent with the reference to that Act in Section 18(d)

of tile Noise Control Act.

"Person" has been deleted_ since (as discussed below) that word is no

longer used in Subpart B of the regulations.

"Street° " and "official tr,'fffie devlcej" have been deleted, since pro-

posed Section 202.12 in whicb tbey were used has been deleted.

"Muffler" has been added to simplify the language of proposed Section

202. 14, "Visual Exhaust System Inspection. "

"Open site" has been added to further clarify the standards.

Section 202. I1 - Effective Date

An effective date of October 1, 1974 was originally proposed for the

regulations. The intent of the Agency in the Notice of Proposed Ralcmaktng

was that the proposed regulations would become effective one year from the

date of promulgation. This intent is retained in this new section.

Section 202.12 - Applicability

"Applicability" was moved to Subpart A of the final regulations as it is

appropriately considered a "general provision" of the regulations. It has

been modified to clarify the intent of the Agency that the stra_dards do not

apply to noise emission from warning devices or auxiliary equipment mounted

on motor vehicles; and that compliance with any provision of Snbpart B does

not excuse any motor vehicle from compliance with the other provisions of

Subpart B,
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Subpart H - [alerst:tt_, M,_I_ (';il'l*Jt'l' ()l},.'F_t_ll_e_

operstc_ t, to _lllOmotor carrier snl)jcct to these2 regtdations shall op4::.e_,_.. ; '_

and the language In section 202.20 was modified slightly to conform _:_tb!z

ehsngu. This clnmge Is intended to reflect more accurately the inteH el Co_g-t'ess

and these regulations, that they are to establish uniform national nol_:, ,_:,_i:_sion

regulations for those opm'ations of interstate motel, carriers which _',2_:i_'_. ;tmh

treatment. The revised language clearly imposes sole responsihIlity f_r _,:,t!th_g

the requirements upon the motor carriers which own and operate the _h;¢ :

motor vehicles. The proposed lang'uage, using" the broad term "per._.n," would

have imposed that responsibility upon tile drivers of subject motor vehicles as

well as tile companies which operate them. "Motor carrier, " as defirw_l ill

these regulations, includes independent truckers who both own and drive, th_tr

own vehiulc*s. The phrase "on an opee site over any surfacej '_ was added to tile

standards of Subpart B to fi_rther clarify the st,'mdards.

Section 202.21 ° Standard for Operation Under Stationary Test

Tile language of this section has been modified to further clarify thut it

applies only to vehicles which have an engine speed governor. Application of

a stationery run-ep test to vehicles which are not equipped with engine speed

limiting devices could result in engine damage.

Section 202.22 - Visual Exhaust System lnslmetloa

Tile Intent of the Agency in requiring motor vehicles subject to this

regulation to be equipped with exhaust system noise dissipative devices has

been further clarified through modification of the language of proposed Section

202. ld. In addition, the exception to tile proposed requirement relating to

vehicles with gas driven turboehargurs and equipped with engine brakes, which

were demonstrated to moot the other standards of Subpart B, has been deleted.

Such equipment is included in the term "other noise dissipative device," and

therefore need not be treated separately.
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Section 202.23 - lqsual Tire Inspection

The intent of the Agency wits to specifically preclude the use of "pocket

retread" tires wialeh when new arc demonstrably noisier without having any

accompanying benefit in emery or cost over other types of tires, The pro- t

posed Section 202.15 has been modified in response to comments by tire

manufacturers that the regulation as proposed could have covered some types i
of tiros which are not in fact exeeption,'flly noisy.

Proposed Section 202. 16 - Enforcement Procedures

This proposed section has been deleted. As the Noise Control Act

places enfercemant responsibilities for these regulations with the Department

of Transportation, the section as proposed added notldng not specified in the

Act.

Proposed Subpart C - Special Local Conditions Determinations

The procedures for applying for determinations as called for in Section

1S(e){2) of the Act, will be published by EPA as "procedures" and not as part

of this regulation. Accordingly, Subpart C has been deleted.

Preemption

Under Subsection 18(c)(1) of the Noise Control Act, after the effective date

of these regulations no State or political subdivision thereof may adopt or enforce

any standard applicable to noise emissions resulting from the operation of motor

vehicles over 10, 000 pounds GVWR or GCWR by motor carriers engaged in inter-

state commerne unless such standard is Identical to the standard prescribed by

those regulations. Subsection 18{c){2), lmwevcr, provides that this section does

not diminish or erdlanee the rights of any State er politteni subdivision thereof

to establish and enforce standards or controls on levels of environmental noise,

or to control, license, regulate_ or restrlst tile use, operation or movement of

any product if the Administrator, after consultalion with the Secretary of Trans-

portation, determines that such standard, control, license, regulation, or restric-

tion Is necessitated by special local conditions and is not in conflict with regula-

tions promulgated under Section 18.
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Conversely, Subsection 18(c)(]) flees not in :lily W:W preempt State or

local standards applicable to noise emissions resulting from any operation

of interstate motor carriers which is not covered by Federal regulations.

Tlms, under tile proposed regulations States and localities will remain free

to enact :rod enforce noise re_.flations on motor carrier operations other than

their operation of motor vehicles over 10,000 pounds GVWR or GCWR, with-

out any special determination by tile Administrator. Only aftra" a Federal

regulation on noise emissions resulting from a particular interstate motor

carrier operation has become effective must the States sod localities obtain

a special determination by the Administrator under Subsection 18(c)(2), tn

order to adopt or enforce their own use restricLlons or environmental noise

limits on timt operation.

Some interstate motor carrier operations on which no Federal noise

standards or regulations have become effective, and which may, therefore,

be subjected to State ned lec,'tl noise standards without any special determina-

tion by the Administrator, may lndlreeily include motor vehicles wlfich are

covered by preemptive Federal regulations. Motor carrier maintem'mce shops,

for examplot may from time to time emlt the noise of trucks undergoing tests

along with noises common to many industrial operations such as forging and

grinding; and motor carrier termin,'fls and parldng areas include trucks among

their many types of noise sources.

In most instances, compliance with State or local standards on non-

Federally regulated operations of motor carriers Is achievable without affecting

the Federally regulated motor vehicles within them. Standards on noise

emissions from repair shops, for example, can be met by such measures as

improved sound insulation In the walls of the shop, buffer zones of land between

: - tile shop and noise-lmpacttxl areas, and scheduling tile operation of the shop to

reduce noise at those times of tile day when its impact is most severe. Standards

oil motor carrier terminals and parking areas can be met by a variety of steps,

including reducing tlle volume of loudspe_fi_er systems by using a distributed sound

system or replacing spe,'fl_ers with two-wny radios, reducing noise emissions

from equipment which is not covered by Federal regulations, installing noise
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barriers around noisy equipment, uequlring additional land to act as a noise

buffer, and locating noisy equipment such us parked trucks with operating

refrigeration equipment as far us possible from adjacent noise-sensitive property.

Stuto or loo_fl rngalat_lons on noise emissions from motor carrier operations which

the motor sorrier e0n reasonably meet by initiating measures such as these are

not standards applicable to noise emissions resulting from the operation of motor

vehicles over 10,000 pounds GVWR or GCWRp .'rod thus would not be preempted by

the proposed regulations. No special determination by the Administrator under

Subsection 18(c)(2) would be necessary. State or local noise standards on opera-

tions involved in Interatate commeros such es motor carrier terminals are, of

course, subject to Constitutional prohibition if they are so stringent as to place an

undue burden on interstate commerce.

In some eases, howevert a State or loe,'fl noise regulation width is not stated

as a regulation applicable to a Federally regulated operation may be such a regu-

lation in effect, ffthe only way the regulation could be met would be to modify the

equipment which meets the Federal regulation applicable to it. This would be the

case, for example, if after the proposed ro_.flations become effective, a State or

locality attempted to adopt or enforce a limit on noise emissions from motor

carrier terminals in urban areas which could not reaaonably be met by measures

such as noise barriers or relocating the motor vchinles to which this regulation

is applicable. Such regulation would, In effent, require modifications to motor

vehicles even though they met the Federal regulations and would thus be a rsgu-

lotion applioabln to them which would be preempted under Subsection 18(e)(1). It

could not stand if it differed from the Fedaral regulations, unless the Administrator

made the determinations specified in Subsection 18(e)(2). The sm'ne would be true

of any State or lonal standard on motor carrier operations whinh could not reasonably

be met except by modifying motor vebialcs which comply with the proposed Federal

standards.

State and looal regulations on motor carrier operations which are not dirooted

at the control of noise, or which include noise nontrul as only one of many purposes

such as safety, traffic euntral, and the like, are not preempted by Subsention 18(o)(1)

of thn Noise Control Act and rsclalro no apceial determination under Subsection 18(c)(2)
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to be adaptecl or enforced. Thus, the designation of some streets as truck rmLh,s.

and prohibition of trucks from ether streets, hy State or local governmcnis, nro

wdid without nsy special deterndnntlon under Subsection I8(c)(2).

Auxillnry Equipment Considerntions

Some types of auxiliary equipment used is vehicles oporutec by lntorslste nml_w

carriers are necessary for tile comforl or safety of passengers, or for th¢' iwrs(w-

ration of cargo. Principal examples of such auxiliary equipment are refrigcrnilon

or air conditioning units and concrete mixer bodies and drives. The auxillsry cquil,-

merit noise emissions for these two types of vehicles, in partlculnr_ are at a luwd

far enough below other significant components of vehicle noise, as EPAts daqs

indicatc_ to be masked by other noise sources during normal vehicle highway

operations.

Other auxiliary equipment, however° normally operates only when the trans-

porting vchlcle is stationary or moving at a very slow speed, normally less thas 5

mph. Examples of such equipment include cranes, asphalt spreaderst ditch diggers,

liquid or slurry pumps, air compressors, welders, and trash compactors. The

operation of such equipment is not intended to be covered by these regulations.

Emergency Equipment ancl Vehicles

Because of the emergency or safety aspects of their operation the regulaihms

are not applicable to vehicles such as fire engines, ambulances, police vans, and

rescue vans when responding to emergeany calls. Similarly t these regulations

are not intended to apply to snow plow operations.

Enforcement Procedures t Violations_ and Penalties

Enforcement procedures are to be developed and promulgated under anpnrnt(;

rule making by the Department of Transportation. Such enforcement procedures

will spanlfy minimum requirements for instrumentation, test sites, and other

conditions necessary to insure uniformity in testing and a mlntmum level of

precision.

Enforcement of tile standards is contemplated to be more efficient undm'

some conditions if measurements are permitted to be made at distances other

than S0 feet under procedures that provide for equivalency to the standards

measured at SO feet.



/

Section 10 of the Act specifics that acy violation of these and any future

regulations established under the authority of section 18 of tile Act constitutes

a prohibited act. Any person whs willfully or lmowiegly violates the regulation

shall bc punished by a fine of not more than $25,000. O0 per day of violation or

imprisonment for lie, more th.'tn one year. or by both, or u fine net exceeding

$_0, 000.00 per day of violation, or imprisonment for not more than two years

or by both, following a conviction for a previous violation of the Noise Control

Act,

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOW-SPEED MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

During the Public Iiearings on Noise Abatement and Control held in San

Francisco in September 1971, testimony was offered to show the variations in

noise level of a truck as measured under maximum acceleration low-speed

conditions at nine different sites. Compared to a hard surface open site, grass-

covered sites produced noise levels that were 1.5 to 2. O dB(A) lower, while tim

presence ofnear-by buildingsproduced no,solevels 1.5 to2.0 riB(A)higher.

This implies that a truck in compliance with a standard as measured over n

soft surface could be out of compliance as measured over a hard surface unless

suitable cerrectiun factors are applied.

In actual praeCtec_ highway measurement and enforcement of the noise omis-

sion standards contained in these regulations will occur an altos having surfaces

that range from hard to soft. Motor vehicles covered by the regulations should

have so trouble being retrofitted to comply with an 86 dBA standard as measured

at a '_yplcal roadslto site.

This same rationale has been used to set the level of 88 dB(A) for the Sta-

tionary Ran-up Test Standard. The stationaryrun-up test(SRUT) iss means

of determining maximum propulsion system noise. A vehicle propulsion system

which smite n given sound power by this test will typically emit that same value

in use -#hen power requirements are maximum due to conditions of load, accelera-

tion, and grade when measurement site parameters are comparable.

The stationary standard at 88 dB{A) is approximately equivalent to the low

speed standard at 86 dB(A) because of the different measurement sites used. i

Both levels would be the same If both were to bc implemented on pavement, or
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both ellgrassy sites. This levelwould also be th0 same ifthe ,J366maximum

noise test were included in the standards. In s tahular form the relationship

between the throe test methods is as follows:

Stationary Max-Noise Low

Runup SpeedPassby J36_

HardSite 88 88 88

SoftSite 86 86 86

SRUT was developed because tile Society of Automotive Engineers J36Ga

test, which is almost universally performed by vehicle manufacturers, their

customers, and their suppliers, is wholly unsuitable for use in roadside

enforcement of a motor carrier regulation because of its teelmieal require-

meats.

In order to obtain information oa the feasibility of using SRUT as an

enforcement test procedure, tests were performed at the International Harvester

Company Truck Engineering Center at the request of EPA. Although the data

collected do not represent e sample large enough to have statistical significance,

the experiment is indicative of what relationship can be expected between SAE i

J366a, SRUT, and Maximum Acceleration Pansby results as measured over a

hard surface. The data are presented in Figures 5, 6, and 7 and Table 5.
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Table 5

MEASURED VALUES OF NOISE LEVEL IN dB(A) OF SEVERAL TESTS

ON TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF TRUCI_.

PASSBY MICROPHONE LOCATIONS AllE ALL 50 FT FROM THE LINE OF

TRAVEL, EACH 50 FT SUCCESSIVELY FARTHER

FROM THE START POSITION.

72,600 LB DIESEL 56_000 LB DIESEL
TEST CAD-OVER-ENGINE CONVENTIONAL CAD

LEFTSIDE RIGHTSIDE LEFTSIDE RIGIITSIDE

J365a (Tractor only) 86.4 dB(A) 86.3 dB(A) 87.3 dB(A) 87.0 dB(A)

SRUT 86.4 86, 8 87.0 89.2

Acceleration Passby

Location #1 87.0 86.3 87.5 88.0

Location #2 86.3 87.0 35.9 87, 5

Location #3 85.4 85.8 86.3 88.0

Location it4 86.0 88.8 85.5 87.2

Two large diesel trucks were used for the tests, and in performing these

tests all measurement conditions were identical: paved surface, microphone

located 4 ft highj 50 ft frmn the source. The same series of tests, if performed

at a different eltep would be expected to produce results differing In proportion

to the acoustic reflcetivity of the surface between microphone and test vehicle

and due to normal variations in the tests themselves which render them less

than exactly repeatable.

This example shows essentially tile same maximum nnlse level for all tests.

However, identical results are not always achievable under such comparisons;

the statistical correlation between J366a and SRUT is discussed below. Maximum

noise measured during acceleration will vary to some extent as a result of the

chance location of the microphone in relation to the maximum noise point in the

• vehicle gearshift cycle.
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STATIONARY RUN-UP TEST CORRELATION WITH SA E J366a

A very substantial data base has recently become available tbat relates the

measurements of truck noise tnkan using tbo SAE d366a mmximum acceleration

pass-by test and the stetionalT Ruanp Test (SRUT). The data has been collected and

compiled by the Society of Automotive Engineers from several industrial sources.

The stationary, ran-up test consists of measuring the maxinmm A-weigi_ted

sound level at a distance of fi0 feet from tbe velficle engine exhanst during

maximum accsleratinn nf the asgino from low idle to high idle. The test is

conducted witil tile transmission in neutral and tile clutch engaged. The inertial

load of the engine during rapid engine speed acceleration mrd(os an external

load on the engine unnecessary. SRUT site and sound measurement instrumen-

tation requirements are similar to the SAE - J3fi6a requirements. Most truck

weigh starless can meet these site requirements.

The stationary run-up test will be qulte useful for enforcement at State

inspection stations and weigh stations. A fleet owner may also use the test

to cheek bis veblole for eompllanno. Tile correlation of the stationary run-up

test with SAE-J366a is very good. Over 800 different trucks with governed

engines ]lave been tested per SAE-J36fia and per the stationary run-up test

procedure. The results of these tests are plotted In Figure 8. To bettor

understand the meaning of tim data points in Figure 8, a statistical analysis

of this information is presented In Figure 9.

The analysis shows timt given comparable site conditions the SAE J366a

test yields noise level measurements that are about 0.5 decibels higher on the

average for a given truck than the stationary run-up test measurements. The

standard deviation of the difference between the two measurements was 1.4 dB(A)

for the trucks In the sample. This means that for 95($ of the 877 trunks tested,

the statlona_T ram-up test messurement did not exceed the SAE ,r366a measure-

ment by more than 2 dB(A).

The correlation coefficient for the two sets of test results was computed

for a sub-sample of 210 of these trucks, and was found to be 0.71 (where 1.0

represents perfect corralatlon). The fact that the correlation was so high indl-

antes that a stationary run-up test can be used as a good approximation to a low

speed acceleration tent.
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Section .1

NOISE MEASUREMENT OF IN-SERVICE VEIIICLES

This section presents the rnsults and implications of a number of surveys

of the noise produced by motor vehicles of different kinds, measured at different

speeds and conditions according to several standard test procedures.

Light trucks - those with a gross vehicle weight rating (GVWR) of 10,000 lb,

or less - typically produce peak passby noise levels of 64 to 72 dB(A) at 35 mph

when measured at 50 ft. These anise levels are about the same as those pro-

dueed by passenger cars at the same speed (40). This result is not surprising_

since the major noise-producing components of light trucks arc very similar to

those of automobiles: both arc powered by similar gasoline engines, both have

two-axle chassis, and both usually use similar rib-type tires.

Henry and Medium Duty Vehicles (those with a GVWR or gross combination

weight rating (GCWR) of more than 10,000 lb.) can produce peak passby noise

levels of 95 dB(A) or more at 50 ft. (41).

Although all vehicles contribute to tha noise emitted along streets and high-

ways (which determines the ambient noise level in most urban communities (42)),

Heavy and Medium Duty trucks cause a noise problem that can be separated from

the problem of motor vehicle noise in general. Itea_" trucks mnit unlse levels

that are so much higher than those of other motor vehicles that they stand out

very noticeably. Noise peaks of 12 dB above the ambient noise level from other

traffic arc commonly observed when a heavy truck passes by (43).

MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

Noise is measured by determining (by means of a sound level met0r) the

magnitude of pressure variations of vartans frequencies in the air. Since a

poruonfs subjective estimate of the magnitude of a sound Is dependent upon the

relative magnitude of its component frequenciesj a weighting network Js usually

employed to match the response of the soand level meter to that of the human
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ear (*1,1). The most commonly used network is the A-weighting network, which

is contained in all sound level meters. Noise levels measured oil the A-weighted

noise sonic are recorded using the not:ilion dB(A). Noise se,'dea other than A, B,

nnd C are available, but tipsy reqairc :1 more scruple,': anulysis procedure, wlllcb

is norm;Sly not justified by improved correlation _dih human asscssmant (45l.

Because noise levels cnn peal: rapidly fls n Iruck passes by, tim sound level meier

is usually set to "fast" response.

It has been argued that the A-weighted sound level discriminates against

low frequencies and, consequestly, slmakl be replaced by the C-weighted sound

level in motor carrier noise st_ladavds. However, tile ear also discrimiantes

ag,'dnst low frequencies so thst st low fl'equancies tim sound pressure level must

be comparatively high before it can evan bc hanrd. This may e.'q)lain why the

correlations between A-weighted sound level and human response are consistently

better than that obtained with the C-weighicd sound level.

A-weighting has been shown to be a fairly good and consistent indicator of

loudness for a variety of common noises (-16, 47). On the other hand, the C-

weighted level is consistently und significantly poorer than the A-weighted level

(48). Insofar an a predictor for speech interference for u variety of noises, the

C-weighted level Is very poor as compared to A-weighted level (49). It may be

concluded from the literature that of all standardized welghtlngs, the A-weighted

sound level has been the most successful of these measures as an indicator of

human response. Some improvements could probably be g:tincd by the new

weighting characteristics that have been suggested recently (N, D, D1, and D2);

however, these have not been nationally or internationally agreed upon; thust no

standardized procedures or equipment exist for them at the present time.

Noise levels decrease with distance from the noise source, so it is important

to specify the distance at which measurements are to be made. Fur measuring

truck noise, the most usual measurement distance selected is 50 ft. At closer

distances, slight variations in measurement distance can produce significant

errors in the measured noise level (5{}); at greater distances, background noise

levels and the presence of noise-reflecting surfaces can pose problems in site

selection (51)o
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In the surveys presented in this see,inn, an effort was made to maintain

standard conditions at almost all sites. Suitable instrumentation was used;

sound level meters met the requirements of ANSI SL 4-1971, American

National Standard Specification for Sound Level Meters. Microphone calibra-

tion was performed by an appropriate procedure and at prescribed intervals.

An anemometer was used to determine wb_d velocity, and microphones were

equipped with suitable wind screens.

Restrictions were made to prevent measurements during unfavorable

weather eonditians (e.g., wInd and precipitation). The standard site for pass-

by measurements was an open space free of sound reflectIng objects such as

barriers, walls, hills, parked vehicles, and signs. The nearest reflector to

the microphone or vehicle was more than 80 feet away. The road surface was

paved, and the ground between ,lie roadside und the microphone was covered by

short grass in most cases.

The atundard site for the stationary runup test included space requirements

that were the same as for pass-by measurements, and the surface between the

microphone and vehicle was paved. Microphones for stationary and pass-by

measurements were located 50 feet from the ccntcrliae of the vehicle or lane

of travels 4 feet off the ground, and oriented as per manufacturcrts Instructions.

Variations from the standard measurement sites and microphone locations were

allowed ff the measurements were suitably adjusted to be equivalent to measure-

ments made via the standard methods. Exact procedures for the tests are Included

in the appendix.

SURVEYS OF TRIJCK NOISE

Truck noise surveys have been conducted in California in 1965 (52), and 1971

(53), in the State of Washington in 1972 (54), and in New Jersey in 1972 (55). In

1973, EPA contractors conducted additional truck noise surveys of 6,875 trucks

operating at speeds over 35 MPH in the states of California, Colorado, IllInois,

Kentuckyj Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas, and of

2,583 trucks ape.rating under acceleration conditions at speeds under 35 1WI_H

in the states of Califorala_ Colorado, Florida, Maryland, Missouri, Texas_

and Virginia.
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Ill nhuost all crises, meas,.lremanis were aside at n distance or 50 ft from

the center of tim first (cuter) lane of truvelp using A-wetgbting and fast response

on tile sound level meter. In the 1973 surveys, the type of truck and number of

mxles were recorded in order to permit detailed analyses of the noise level dis-

tributions for various types of trucks.

In addition, a study of noise levels of 60 trucks prudi_eed during a stationary

run-up test was carried out by EPA in Virginia in February, 1974.

ANALYSES OF iIIGII SI_EED (OVER 39 MPII) SURVEY DATA

Figure l0 shows cumulative probability distributions for the peak passby

noise levels measured at 50 ft under high-speed freeway conditions in the surveys

conducted prior to 1973, The data shown are for heavy trucks: 5,838 diesel trucks

in California in 1965 (59), 172 combination trucks in California in 1971 (57), 531

trucks with S or more ,_xles in Washington in 1972 (58), and 1,000 trucks with 3

or more ,'Lxles Ill New Jersey in 1972 (59). The data are In close agreement; typi-

cally, 50% of the trucks were obsm_cd to exceed 87 to 88 riB(A) and 20% were

observed to exceed 90 dB(A).

Figure 11 shows that under high-speed freeway conditions, buses are about

2 dB quieter than heavy trucks. Approximaiely 50% exceed 85 dB(A), and 6%

exceed 90 dB(A). These data were obtained in New Jersey in 1973.

Table 6 shows the mean noise levels and percentages of all trucks with six

or more wheels that were observed to exceed 90.0 dB(A) under high-speed free-

way conditions in ten states. These data were all obtained in 1973, except for

the Washington state data, which were obtained in 1972. The arithmetic mean

of the perc_tage of trucks exceeding 90.0 riB(A) is 23.1%. When the data is

weighted by the sample size obtained in each state, this percentage drops to 22.6%.

When the data are weighted by the number of registered trucks above 10, 0OO lb

GVWR/GCWR_ the percentage drops to 21.0%.
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Table 6

ALL TRUCKS ABOVE 10,000 LBB G.VWR OR GCWI_

Moan _oise %Above

s__ate So.._ure_ .. Levsl _ _ ._.o.Ojn_4}.

CA W.L. 85.4fiB(A)(a) 5.0_

CO BBN 84.6 51.7mph 10.0

IL BBN 89,I 57.2 42.0

KY BBN 88,8 61.3 40.0
MD Md.DOT 88.1

30, 0

NJ BBN 87.2 'J6. 5 20.0

NY BBN 88.8 60.0 43.0

PA W,L, 86.2 (a) 13.0

TX BBN 83.7 _6.1 12.5

WA WA-72 86.6(a) " 16.0

mean peroontDge eXoeedkng givea noise leveh

2a. I%

(a)median

I I__
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Table 7 shows the same resuIts by type of truck for the nine states in

which data were obtained h_ 1973, The mean percentages of trucks exceeding

90.0 dB(A) ranges from I.9% of2-a.xletrucksto36.1% of5-mxletrucks.

A crucialdistinctionmust nmv be made. The factflintapproximately 23_

of alltrucks observed inthese surveys exceeded 90.0 riB(A)does not me,'m

that23_.of ,_lregisteredtrucks above 10,000]bGVWR/GCWR willexceed t}fls

level. This isbecause larger trucksolmratemsay more miles per vehieleper

year than smaller trucksdo and accordinglyshow up more frequentlyinsurveys

than theiractualnumbers wouhl indicate. For example, 2-axletrucks average

10,800 vehicle miles per year, while 5-m',:le trucks average 63,000 vehicle miles

per year (60).

Using data from the 1972 Census of Transportation - Truck hwentory and

Use Survey (61), the following breakdown was obtldned for the population of

registered trucks above 10,000 ]b GVWR/GCWR.

TRUCK POPULATION OVER 10,000 POUNDS GVWR/GCWR

2-a.xlestraight truck 71.7%

! 3-axle straight truck 10.6%
' 3-mxle combinationtruck 2.4%

i 4-axle combination truck 5.3%

S-axle combination truck 8.1%

t Not reported or other 1.97o
I00.0%

Table 8 shows that when these percentages are multiplied by the mean per-

centages of each type exceeding 90.0 dB(A) from Table 7, a total of about 770 of

all registered trucks above 10,000 lb GVWR/0CWR exceed 90.0 dB(A) at freeway

speeds.
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Table 7

2 AXLE STRAIGHT TRUCK ABOVE I0.000 LBS GVWR

Mean Noise % Above
State Source Level Mean Speed 90.0 dB(A)

CA W.L. 81.0dB(A) (a) 1.2%

CO BBN 80, 4 50.9mph 1.9

IL BBN 83.1 55.7 1,0

KY BBN 82.9 57.7 i.0

MD NId. DOT 83.9 3.5

NJ BBN 82.3 55.7 0.6

NY BBN 85.1 59.4 6.0

PA W.L. 81.2 (a) 0.9

TX I]BN 78.6 54.6 0.6

mean percentage exceeding given
noise level: 1.9%

3 AXLE STRAIGHT TRUCK

cA W.L. 85.2 (a) (b) 8.0

CO BBN 84.1 47. 7 1.2

IL BBN 85.8 84.5 9.0

KY BBN 87.7 59.9 *

MD Md. DOT 87.5 *

NJ BBN 84.7 57.4

NY W.L. 88.0 (a) (b) 26.0

PA W.L. 84.5 (a)Co) - 2.0

TX BBN 84.8 50.6 *

mean percentage exceeding given
noise level: 9.3%

(a) median

(b) all 3 axle trucks

• insufficient data
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Table 7 (Continued)

3 AXLE COMBINATION TRUCK

Me_nNoise %Above

State Source Level Mean Speed 90.0 dB(A)

CA W.L. 85.2 (a) (b) - 8.0%

CO BBN 88.8 51.9 *

IL BBN 86.0 55.7 *

KY BBN 87.8 59.0 *

MD Md. DOT 8f;. 6 17, 0

NJ BBN 85.7 57.2 1.0

NY W.L. 88.0 (a)(b) 26.0

PA W.L. 84,5 (a) (b) 2.0

TX BBN 83, 0 56, 5 *

mean percentage exceeding girth
noiselevel: 1O,8%

4 AXLE COMBINATION TRUCK

CA W.L. 84.2(a) 3.O

CO BBN 84.8 49.0 9, 0

IL BBN 87.1 55.4 22,0

ICY BBN 88.0 61.O 24.0

MD Md. DOT 87.9 26. O

NJ BBN 86.7 57,7 11.0 _"

NY BBN 88.8 58.8 26.0

PA W.L. 85.7 (a) - 9.O

TX BBN 83.9 56.4 4,5

mean percentage exceeding given
noise lezceh 15.0%

(a) median

(b) all 3 axle trucks

• insufficient data
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Table 7 (Continued)

5 AXLE COMBINATION TRUCK

Mean Noise % Above

State Source Level Mean Speed 90.0 dB(A)

CA W.L. 85.9 (a) 7.0%

CO BBN 87,0 53.7 18.0

IL BBN 00.2 57.7 51.0

KY BBN 90.6 62.6 50.0

MD Md. DOT 89.7 42.0

NJ BBN 88.3 58.7 32.0

NY BBN 91.2 61.6 74.0

PA W.L. 87.6 (a) 22.0

TX BBN 87.5 57.9 23.0

mean percentage exceeding given
noise level: 36.1%

(a) median
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Table s

TRUCKS EXCEEDING 90.0 dBA AT SPEEDS OVER 35 MPII

_/jof all % of type % of all trucks
trucks above exceeding above 10, O00 lbs
10,000 lbs (a) 90.0 dB(A) affected (s)

2 axle str,'zlght truck 7I. 7% 1.9% 1. ,t%

3 axle str_zigbt truck 10.6 9.3 1.0

3 axle combination 2.4 10.8 0.3

,1 axle combination 5.3 15.0 0.8

5 axle combination 8.1 36.1 2.9

All other ('b) 1; 9 36. I (c) 0.7

]00.7% 7.15

(a) Estimates are for all trucks over 10,000 pounds GVWR or GCWR,
including trucks not involved in interstate commerce.

(b) "All other" includes straight truck with trailer, combinations with
6 or more axles, ,'rod combinations not specified in the 1972 Census
of Transportation survey.

(c) No data available. :Percentage exceeding noise level is asstlmcd to
be the same ,'m for 5 axle combinations°
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A.NALYSIS OF LOW SPEED (UNDER 35 MPII} SURVEY DATA

Table 9 shows the percentages of trucks above 10,000 lbs GVWI%/GCWR

that exceeded 86 dB(A) under low speed acceleration conditions in various states.

These data were collected at roedsido sites in seven states with acoustic abarac-

tnristins similar to these of the sites used for the collection of high speed data,

except in Maryland and Virginia. At these two sites, the paved surface covered

the entire distance between the roadway and the raierophone, and there was no

grassy shoulder area. A site correction factor of-1.5 dB has been assumed for

the data obtained st these sites in order to permit direct comparison with the

other data, most of which was taken st open sites over a "soft" surface.

A comparison of the results shown in Table 9 with those of Tables 6 and 7

demonstrates not only that similar total percentages of trucks were observed

to exceed 86 dB(A) under low speed acceleration as exceeded 90 dB(A) under high

speed conditions, but also that these percentages are very nearly the same for

each class of trucks considered separately. For example, 2% of all 2-axle trucks

exceeded 86 dB(A) under low speed acceleration, while 1.9% exceeded 90 riB(A)

under high speed freeway eandltions. For 4-axle trucks, the results awe 21%

and 15%, respectively. In this sense, an S6 dB(A) limit under low speed condi-

tions can be considered to be about as stringent as a 90 dB(A) high speed limit.

The calculations in Table 10 yield an estimate that at the present time about

8% of the nationwide truck fleet over 10,000 pounds exceeds 86' dBA during low-

speed acceleration measured at an open site over a soft surface.

ANALYSIS OF STATIONARY I_UNUP TEST DATA

EPA conducted a small-scale investigation to determine that the Stationary

Runup Test (SRUT) is suitable with respect to practical enforcement, particu-

larly in terms of repeatability, and to check that predicted violation rates ne

enforced would be consistent with those of the low-speed passby test. A state-

weighing station in Virginia cooperated by allowing a survey team to request the

participation of drivers as they appeared for weighing their trucks. Si_y

• trucks were measured by the method outlined in the appendix.
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Table 9

PERCENTAGE OF TI_.UCKS AT OR ABOVE 86 dB(A)

DURING ACCELERATION BELOW 35 htt_It

State 2-Axle 3-Axle 4-Axle 5-Axle All Trucks

: California 2% 12% * 20_ 10%

Colorado 3 (; 27 24 17

Florida 1 7 13 36 10

Maryland (u) * 11 20 40 35

Missouri 0 28 27 49 39

Texas 2 13 * 26 17

Virginia (n) * II 20 42 40

Moan 2% 13% 21% 36% 24%
Excluding
California

• insufficient data

(a). -1.5 dB site correction factor assumed (see text)

L
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P
Table10 4

PERCENT OF TRUCKS OVER 10,000 POUNDS I

EXCEEDING 8(] dB(A) UNDER 35 MPII

% of Trucks Above % of Type Ex- % of Trucks Above
No. of Axles 10, 0O0 potmds (a) eeeding 86 dB(A) 10_000 pounds Affected (a)

2 axle 72% 2% 1.4%

3 axle 13 13 1.7

4 axle 5 21 1.1

5 axle 8 86 2.9

All other (b) 2 36 (c) 0.7

100% 7.8%

a) Estimates are for all trucks over 10, 000 pounds GVWll or GCWR,
including trucks not involved in interstate commerce.

b) "All other" includes straight truck with trailer, combinations with 6
or more axles, and combinations not specified in the 1972 Census of
Trmmportation survey.

e) No data available. Percentage exceeding noise level is assumed to be
the same as for 5 axle trucks.
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A rcpresestaLivefrom tileBureau of Motor Corrler S,-ffetyexl)btinedto

cecil driver tile tecllnique reqnired to achieve ,2nla._imum engine runup. Four

runups were porfcrnlcd for each truck and the noise level measurements were

I recorded. In many c tees, tile first ntlempt by tlle driver did oct produce tile)

P rapid cngdae acceleration necessary for the test. Itowever, in most cases the

test w_ls performed properly in stlbscqucnt attempts.

The average of the three highest noise levels obtathed from the four tests

was used to chnrnctertze tile SRUT levdi for cmnparison with the EPA st._ndard

level of 88 dB(A). The consistency of tile three highest levels was such that

for 9',l_ of the trucks tested, the range of noise levels was I. 5 dB(A) or less.

Of the small population tested 35_[_exceeded the noise level st_dard of 88 d]l(A).

CLASSIFICATION Of TRUCKS INTO CATEGORIES

The sindies performed indicate that truck me,'m noise Ievcls increase with

veldcle size (or ntunber of axles) and speed. Accordingly, regulations have been

promulgated for kigh and lmv speed truck operations in order to quiet both engine-

related noise n.nd tire noise. An effort was also made to develop a suitable classi-

fication for trucks based on weight or numhcr of axles in order to require the use

of best available tcclmology in trucks of all sizes.

Figure 12 presents cumulative distributions of peak pass-by noise levels

over 3.5 MPH at ,50 feet for trucks by number of axles. These data were obtained

in New Jersey in 1973, but tile differences observed between different vehicle

classes arc typieal of other states as well. Mean noise levels for 2-axle, 3-

axle, 4-a.xle, and 5-axle trucks are 82, 86, 87, and 89 dB(A), respectively.

The greatest difference in means occurs between 2 and 3-asia trucks. Since

this is also the break point between medium and heavy duty trucks, the

Agency examined tile feasibility of classifying trucks over 10,000 pounds into

two categories in order to promulgate stricter regulations for smaller vehicles.

Although there is a significant difference between the mean noise levels

of medium and heavy duty trucks, there is considerable overlap in the

distributions of noise levels cf trucks of different sizes currently on the

road. The b.'tsie problem is that noisy propulsion systems are act confhmd

to heavy duty trucks. Many truck m.'mulaeturers offer and have traditionally

sold the same engines in trucks having 2 or 3 andes. For example,
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aceol_lieg to MVMA data, 3.5¢_,' t_l" all new nn)diunl duly tracks sold in 1972 were

powered by dh, svl ¢'11_[11OS _;hililllr ill" id(!llliold lo IIio,_o i_llgilll_S li_l,d [111 ht._llV,V

duly tritelY.s, Tht! sonic !;itali{iOll h_is t!liaracl_riT.od Ihu IlSO of ii()tey t_ilSlll]llt_

enl._nes, For this reasoo_ further classification of lacier vehiclus Into

categories over 10,000 pounds GVWR is not Ieasihle for the low speed standard.

An anMysis of the feasiblliLy of classifying trucks at speeds over 35 MPII

indicated that 88 dBh could probably be uchteved by 2-axle vehicles, since they

use fewer tires than malti-a×lc corabinatlon vehicles, llowever, the rumlysls of

the environmental impact of the higb speed standard indicated that highway noise

levels :ire determined almost entirely by the noise levels of the heaviest tl'ueks

(those with 4 and ,5axles), The sdditiomfl assumption of an 88 dB(A) limit on

2-a.xlc trucks above i0,000 lbs GVWR and an 82 dB(A) limit oil all passenger

cars and light trucks in addition to the proposed standards In the analysis pro-

duced essentially no ferther decrease in highway noise levels.

The Agency considered limiting the coverage of the Interstate Motor Carrier

Regulations to trucks over 26,000 poands GVWR/GCWR or to trucks baying 3

or more axles because seversl states had requested that covernge be limited so

thai more stringent state regulations could be applied to the medium duty trucks°

Itowever, limiting coverage to trucks over 26,000 pounds would exclude 56% of

all trucks over 10_000 pounds GVWR/GCWIt from Feder,'fl regulation, Limiting

coverage to trucks over 3 i_xlcs wotfld exclude 72_; of ull tracks over 10, 000

pounds GV'WR/GCWR from Federal regulation,

Even though only s small percentage (2%) of all medium duty trucks exceed

86 dB(A) at speeds under 35 MPII stud 90 dB(A) at speeds over 35 MPH, the

actual number of trucks exceeding the standard is not smull. Since Ills intent

of Section 18 is clearly to provide tmlferm nationwide noise regulation for sil

vehicles involved In interstate commerce, and since limitation of coverage would

allow medium duty trucks to go unregulated in many states, the Agency has i
deterrcdned that st this time medium and heavy duty trucks over 10,000 pounds

operated in interstate commerce shall be subject is identical Federal regvlattoas,

t
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POTENTIAL DEGRADATION OF VEHICLES

Since n large proportion of medium duty vehicles at the present time have

noise levels that are considerably below 90 dB(A) at speeds above 35 MPII, it

ilas been suggested that degrndatiun of timse vehicles could occur until their

noise levels reach 90 dB(A) due to the promulgatian of Federal regulations.

At the present time a few states enforce noise regulations equal to the proposed

Federal regulationst wl_le in other states vehicle noise is currently unregulated.

Tlmrefore, there is no a priori reason to believe that the change from this situa-

tion to one of Federal regulation should creme any vehicle to become noisier than

it would be otherwise.

Nevertheless, some data are available that can be used to investigate the

likelihood of degradation at speeds in excess of 35 MPH. In Figure 10 sum, eys

of noise level distributions were presented for certain vehicle populations in

WashingtOn State (1972), New Jersey (1972), and California before and,'ffter

state noise regulaitons were promulgated (1965 and 1971). Unfortunately, the

vehicle populations and other conditions (e. g. spced_ grades, and measurement

sites) were not uniform in ell states. The New Jersey and Washington studies

examined vehicles of 3 or more axles, while the 1971 California study examined

only combination vehicles. Since combination vehicles arc the heavier portion

of the heavy trucks having 3 or more axles, the California noise levels

measured in the 1971 study would be expected to be above the noise levels

measured in the other states.

An analysis of Figure 10 indicates that the 1971 California noise distribution

is ",Aboutone decibel above the other distributions at noise levels be!ow 84 dB{A).

The distributions are virtually identical between 84 and 92 dB(A) for all states in

all years and for ell vehicle populattoneo Above 92 dB(A), the effect of the

California noise regulation is noticeable, since a smaller proportion of

of vehicles arc currently above 92 dB(A) in California than in other states.

As expectad_ no evidence exists to indicate that vehicles degrade more

when regulated than when unregulated. In fact, since the California noise

level distribution for very beaw/combination vehicles {tractor trailers) is
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only can ¢i¢_eibel above lhe distribution (ff mcdianl llud he_wy t|'tlcks m other

stales, the._tslc re_,mlSlrhm may woIl flays resulted in a reduetionoflllenoise

emissions of trucks tlmt were siready below 90 dB(A) prim' is re_111stion.

Testimony from mefi'ler manufacturers during EPA public bearings indi-

cated thata.nincreaseddemand for theirbettermufflers has been cotedIn

noise-regulatedareas. These mmmfacturors toldtileAmerican Trucking Asso-

ciation(ATA) indicatedtheylindno reason tobelievethatdegradationhad

occurred in ,'mystates_yithnoiseregulations.

ltowever, it is possible that wben motor carriers replace the mufflers on

their vehicles in order to comply with the Federal regulation requiring an exhaust

system "h'ee from defects which affect sound reduction, " they will occasion,'dly

choose a mtffflcr that is not as good as the origimfl equipment. This is unlikely to

occur with hea_T duty trucks because it would lead to violation of the performance

standards. IIowcver, it could happen with some medium duty trucks that origimflly

bad noise levels below the standard. The agency investigated the possibility of

requiring a muffler "comp.'trable to original equipment, " but thin requirement was

determined to be undesirable because in ms_ny cases the orlginM muffler supplied

on old trucks did oct sufficiently attentuate noise to meet the Federal emission

standards.

In the event that future studies of tile noise levels of th-serve medium duty

trucks indicate that motor carriers are using replacement mTdflers that are

inferior to effeetlve orlgin,'fl equipment, regulations can be developed to label

mtffflers, and tile Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations can be revised to require

the use of mufflers comparable or superior to original equipment. Muffler

mmmfaetursrs already provide information about the effectiveness of their mufflers

on specific engine models, although mcanurement methods vary to some degree.

Consequently, if degradation ix found to occur, a remedy can be developed relatively
easily.
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Section 5

IMPACT OF TIIE FEDERAL NOISE REGULATIONS

Three kinds of potential impacts are associated _vith tlm promulgation of

the Interstate Motor Carrier Regulations. An economic impact will occur

because motor carriers will be required to retrofit those motor vel_icles that

are not in compliance with the regulations. An impact on highway and urban

noise levels will occur because many vehicles will be made quieter. Finally,

some States and looal jurisdictions may be required to alter their existing

regulations because the Federal regulatinns are preemptive.

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TIIE REGULATIONS

According to the analysis presented in Section 5, approximately 7-8% of

all registered trucks above 10,000 lb GVWR/GCWR will initially fall to comply

with the standards as measured at typical roadside sites. Until such time as

state and local Jurisdictions adopt these standards as their own, the standards

will apply only to motor carriers engaged In interstate commerce.

There is no direct method for determining precisely how ninny trucks above

10,000 lb GVWR/GCWR are engaged is interstate commerce. Based on truck

population statistics, industry lrfformattan, and inputs to the Advanced Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking Docket, it appears that at least 1,000,000 of the 5,147,000

trucks above 10,000 lb GVWR/GCWR will be affected (62, 63, fi,t, 65)

As dismissed in Section 3, the heaviest impact of the standards will fall on

multiaxlo trucks, and available statistics lndlnate that an average of $114 was

required in 1973 to bring these trucks into eomplinnco with local standards that

were identical to the Federal Standards.

Since prices of most commodities and services have. risen signifinnatly over

the past year and appear lfl_ely to continue to rise in the next year, the average

retrofit cost ann bn expected to rise also. A reasonable average retrofit cost

estimate for 1975 Is therefore $135 per vehicle in violation of the standards.
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If, as a worst case, it is assumed that all 5.2 million motor velfieles above

10,000 pounds GVWR/GCWR would be reqt_ircd to meet the si.'mdards, and that

8_,_of them would require retrofit at a cost of $1_5 per vehicle, then the total

directretrofitcostcould be as llighas $56 million.

Although thenumber and compositionoftrucks operatingininterstnto

commerce isnotknown, most oflhc 5-axletrucks are t]losght to be esed lot

haulingintereityfreight,and most ofthem are involvedininterstatecommerce.

Tahle I0 indicatedthatthlsgroup oftrucks ins]ruledhalfofallthetrucks over

10,000pounds GVWB expectedtoexceed tilestamlards. Accordingly,the total

retrofit cost is likely to he at least $28 million.

in 1970, the average rcvemm per intereity vehicle mile for Class I tntereity

carriers of all tylms was 91 cents. For Class I lntercity carriers of general

freight, average revenue was $1.24 per intercity vehicle mile. Total expenses

for thelattergroup of carriersaveraged $I.20 per intoreityvehiclemile. Of

these expenses, wages represented .it; cents; repairs and servicing, 8 cents;

fuel mad oil, 3 cents; tires and tubes, 2 cents; ,'rod depreciation ,and amortiza-

tion, 5 cents. Direct wages represent 38'70of expenses per interclty vehicle

mile and 52 cents of every truck revenue dollar. Social security taxes, work-

men's compensation payments, and welfare benefits bring total wages to 60 cents

per truckrevenuedollar(6d).

A retrofit cost of $135 per vehicle is not a major burden for tile interstate

motor carrier industry. For a lruek running 50,000 revenue miles per year,

a $135 retrofit cost represents an increased expense of $, 003 per revenue

mile when amortized over a single year. When this increase is compared

with 1970 average expenses of $1.20 per revenue mile, it can be seen that

retrofit cost is ant an obstacle to lower noise emission st,'mdards.

Additional costs include loss of revenue resulting from trucks being out of

service during retrofit. Also, tile installation of a suitable muffler may in

some cases increase the back pressure on the engine and in turn increase the
.... (67)fnel consumption. Considering tile _ido variety of mufflers available

however, a significant increase in back pressure is avoidable,

I
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Some factors reduce the total cost: to tile trucking industry. First, the

muffler on a liun-hnul truck Is normally rephmed at 1-1/2 to 2 year intervals.

Thus, of those trucks that reqnirc a replacement muffler, about one-half will
g

be installing a new muffler even in the absence of tile regulations. In thane

cases, the cost incurred will be the difference bct_vccn that for the required l

muffler and that for the one that would have been installed anyway, _md the

di_fferanan is within the range of a few dollars. Secondly, for those trucks

requiring installation of a more efficient fan, the amount of engine power wasted

in driving a fun unnecessarily will be reduand. Standard from on diesel engines

typically consume 15 to 25 lmrsepower (68). The addition of a thermostatically

controlled f,'m clutch can decrease fuel consumption by 1 to 1.5% (69) and can

reduce operating cost for the life of the truck. With these considerations, the

long-term cost of compliance with the noise regulations may be less than that

given above.

Component suppliers appear to be capable of providing the needed retrofit

components within the one year time period. The muffler manufacturing industry

is capable of significantly expanding its muffler production, probably by a factor

of two, becanun it already has the necessary facilities and material (70).

In the case of tires a large majority of such trucks will require new tires

within a year regardless of the existence of the regulation. There should notj

therefore, be a significant increase in the total truck tire production required,

though there may be a slight shift in production from some tread patterns to

others.

Other retrofit items discussed in Section 3 arc In current production, and

no significant problems are foreseen in meeting the production levels necessary

to retrofit the small percentage of trucks that will need these items in order to

comply with the standards.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE NOISE EMISSION STANDARDS

The noise emission standards impact directly those trucks which presently

make the most noise and require that they be quieted to levels that are feasible

from a cost and technology standpoint within one year of final promulgation.
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The principal noise reduction will be of tim intrusive noise peaks which have

boon widely acknowledged as more objectionable to people Ihan roach lower

levels of continuous noise (71) These peaks can be 12 dB or more above

amhicnt highway noise levels. Therefore, si,omifie.'mt noise redaction

will be realized within n year, produeb_g substantial benefits in terms of public

health aml welfare as indicated by a decrease In community noise levels near

highways.

In n study performed under contract to tim Environmental Protection

Administration (72) Ld n levels were computed for an interstate highway, using
hourly traffic volume statistics snbmitted by the Maryland Department of Trans-

portation. This study was carricd out using a modified version of the Ilighway

Noise Prediction Model el'the Transporlatton Systems Center, U, S. Department

of Transportation. Baseline Ldn (day-dight solmd level) levels wore computed

using actual distributions of noise levels for various classes of trucks as

measured in Maryl,'md. Comparison levels were then computed using noise

level distributions corresponding to several alternative regalatlon strategies.

The results of the study indicated that a 90 dB(A) limit for all trucks above

10,000 Ibs GVWll/GCWR will produce a 3.6 dB decrease in Ldn for a typical

East Coast Interstate highway. This represents s decrease of about 50_ in

the average sound energy near the highway.

An additional study of the Impact of the Federal regulations has been per-

farmed using the Highway Research Board Design Guido model. This model

is designed to perform ,an analysis of Leq (A-welgbted e_llvalent sound level)
at 50 feet from the right of way of highways during the design hour. The

model was used to estimate the impact of the regulations tn both highway and

normal nrban conditions.

It was found that at 50 feet from a typical highway, die Leq during the design
hours (peak hour) is 80.9 dB for cruise conditions. This analysis is predicated

on the following assumptions:
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(1) during the worst trcfffic hour there are 7200 vehinles per hour t_wcling

at an average speed of 55 m. p. h.

(2) the mixture of vehicles is 10 percent lmavy duty trucks and 90 percent

medium duW trucks, light trucks, and automobiles.

(3) the typical highway has 6 lanes of traffic.

The effect of the Federal regulations will be a significant reduction in highway

noise levels. The results of the analysis indicate that 2 years after the operating

rule goes into effect, the Leq for highways during lhe design hour will have been
reduced by 2.3 dB{A). The level will drop from 80. 9 to 78. 6 dB(A}.

An analysis of normal urban conditions indicated that on ciW atreets_ the A-

weighted equivalent level is 68.1 dB for a mixture of 1 per cent heavy trucks, 6

per cent mad .......... 93 per cent automobiles, traveling at an average speed

of 27 m.p.h.

The Federal regulations will affect only a few trucks on city streets because

must of the traffic on urban s_:rects is due to automobiles and light or medium

trucks. Thus, the rule will bring about only a 0.3 dB(A) reduction in noise levels.

A significant reduction in urban noise levels will not occur until medium duty

trucks and automobiles are regulated to lower levels, since they are the dominant

noise source in urban areas.

RELATIVE STRINGENCY OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS AND THOSE OF OTHER

JURISDICTIONS

Jurisdictions with noise regulations planned or in effect have expressed an

interest in the relative stringency of the EPA regulations because their regula-

tions may be preempted by the Federal regulations. Test methodology and all

techniques of enforcement must be compared in order to assess different regula-

tions in terms of relative stringency. Maximum noise emission levels alone

can be very misleading.

A pronounced effect on noise as measured natsLs as a result of the surface

texture between vehicle and microphone. The EPA standards address this prob-

lem in that the stated levels apply to typical rosdside sites with acoustically

seit reflecting surfaces between the vehicle and the mierophnnc.



Other factors affecting regu]alcry stringency in terms of measurement nuJl. •

dology can be as imporLln_t as site variation. ]v[icrophone plfleCl3_ent has a (_-i[ ,c_d

effect on measarcd noise levels. One city noise regulation calls for a raieropl_,,_,,

location 25 feet fl'om the lane edge. This is il:t feet from Ihe lane ccnterliue _ I

the rc_,mlated level would theoretically need tc be .l dB higher than the ErA sl,'u_,h_'d
)

specifies in order to bc of similar stringency (all other factors being equal), lu

actual practice, at such close distances, grosnd stlrface reflections would re_;dl

in a difference less than ,t dB,

Another area of variability deals with enforcement techniques and polici_)n,

The difficulty in assessing relative stringcnc_j is compmmdcd by tim fact tlmt th,-.:,'

techniques aed policies, as actually cnforced_ arc sometimes not made clear I,v _hc

written regulations. A western State has a 90 dB(A) highway noise limit but has ,,bq. :.

: not to issue citations if the enforcement officers determine tbat tire noise l)re¢l _,b:-

natan. As enforced, this standard would be less stringent than an identically wor, le, I

one in a jurisdiction enforcing against total noise emission. A New England S?nic

has a noise regulation which appears to be as stringent as the E:PA standards,

and whiah calls for increased stringency is tbe next year. Even though the wordinl_

of its regulation calls for complis.nce under all conditions of grade and accelera-

tion: as does the ErA regulation, that State has chosen to enforce the vegttlation

under level-road, no-acceleration conditions. Ths actual violation rate is for

this reason mush lower than the predicted violation rate for the EPA regulattulm

and therefore the actual stringency is less.

The categories of vehicles subject te different State and local noise regula-

tions vary. Those regulations which exclude certain classes of vehicles are less

stringent as applied than reg_alations which include these vehicles. Some local

reg_flations are based on measurement tests that m'c entirely different from the

Federal tests, Dcterminat_on of the relative stringency in sucfi cases would re-

quire extensive technical research.

Where measurement methodology is absent from a written regulation,

relative stringency cannot be dctermtued. Tolerances in measurement condi-

tions or vaguely defined conditions (c. g., measurement distance defined as '_50

feet or nearest property line") and the use of different frequency weighting

scales in different regulations also maks comparison almost impossible.
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t Tablell presents information on the noise limits currently in effect in a

large number of State and local jurisdictions. Many of these jurisdictions

I currently appear to have regulations identical to the Federal rcgulatieas_ but

as raeatieaed_ this can only be verified through a comprehensive analysis of

the test measurement and enforcement procedures used in each jurisdiction (?3)
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TABLE ]1

TABLE ]] QUANTITATIVE NOISE REGULATIONS FOIl VEII1CLE OPEIC.ATION

(Maximum Levels at 50 ft)

Limits Under 35 mph dB(A) I,imits Over 35 mph dB(A)

Level AlI All All All
Vehicle Road Roads Change Roads Roads Cilm_ge Roads
Type State, County, or City Only Now Year Then Now Year Then

Trucks California(over6000 lh)* 82 86 .... 90 ....

Chicago(ever8000Ib) -- 86 .... 90 ....

Colorado (over 0000 lb) 82 96 .... 90 ....

Connecticut 82 80 1975 84 90 1975 88

CookCounty(over8000Ib) -- 80 .... 90 ....

Idahot -- 92 .... 92 ....

._ Indiana(ever7000 Ib) -- 88 .... 90 ....

Minneapolis(ever6000lb) -- 88 1975 86 ......

Minnesota (over 6000 lb) -- 88 1975 89 90 ....

Nebraska (over 10,000 lb) -- 88 1975 86 90 ....

Nevada (over6000 11,) -- 86 .... 90 ....

New York --- 88 ..........

New York City(over6000 lh) -- 86 .... 90 ....

Oahu (over 6000Ib) -- 73-86 1974 73-84 80 1974 84

Pennsylvania(over7000lh) -- 90 .... 02 ....

Salt Lake County -- 86 ..........
(over 6000 lb)

*No citation if tire noise predominates

%it 20 fl or more
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Appendix:

MEASUREMENT METIlODOLOGY

The procedures given heroin are intended to permit measurement of the

A-weighted sound level of Individual motor vehicles under specified conditions.

The methods are consistent with the required accuracy of measurement.

Suitable instrumentation for the measurements is prescribed! standard (ideal)

measurement sites are described; and appropriate operational procedures are

given for carrying out the measurements.

Applicable Documents

ANSI S1.4-1971, American National Standard Specification for Sound Level

Meters is appropriate for these procedures and is available from American

National Standards Institute, ]430 Broadway, New York, New York 10918.

Instrumentation

A precision sound level meter meeting all the requirements of ANSI S1.4-1971

throughout the frequency range from 50 tIz to 10,000 Hz for a Type I or Type SIA

instrument should be used for all measurements. However t a magnetic tape

recorder, graphic level recorder, or etber device to record maximum sound

level mcy be used for the measurement. Inall suchcasest theoverallper-

formance of the total system should conform to the ANSI S1. 4-1971 requirements.

The necessary auxiliary equipment for the sound level meter includes a

mounting to hold the microphone at a height of 4 ft + 1 in (1.2 m) above the

ground, and a cable at least 15 ft (4.5 m) in lesgthj designed to be used with

the sound level meter. The microphone manufacturerTs instructions should be

followed concerning the maximum permissible cable length.

An acoustical calibrator of the microphone x_eupler type should be used for

calibration of the measurement instrumentation. The frequency of the calibra-

tion signal should be 1000 Hzj + 5%. The calibrator should be checked at least

annually by a _nethod traceable to the U.S. National Bureau of Standards to verify

the correct performance within + 0.5 riB.
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A windscreen sllould be llSOdfor all measurements in reduce the effects of

t_rhulonce at the microphone surfueo, i_l uoemomotor, accurate to within

_+ 10% st 12 mph (2{I kph), should he used to delermine tlle local velocity el

wind _lsis prevalent at tile time of ilia meusnrements. Tile measuremeut of

wiad velocity shmdd he takan at the height of tile microphone and approximately

10 ft from the microphone.

Calibration

Tile sound level meter (including tile entire sound instrumentatios recording

system) should be cullhrated with tile uccmstic calibrator immediately before

each series of measurements und at opl_ro>dmuloly 1/2-hour intervals during a

measurement period. The mmmfaniurer_s dirhctions fro' the calibration pro-

cedure should be followed. The entire measurement system, including all

colons, but not the windscreen, should be included is the instrument chain for

this calibration.

The entire measurement system should be calibrntcd_ ever" the frequency

range between 50 and 10,000 Iiz, at intervals not e._eceding one year, by pro-

sedates of sufficient precision and accuracy to determine compliance with the

requirements of Section 3 of ANSI $1.4-1971. If there is any reason to anspect

that the equipment has been altered or damagud, it should be given a complete

calibration, regardless of the date of tim last complete calibration.

Standard Meusurcmant Site

The measurement site for roadside pass-by and stationary tests should

be such that the vehicle radiates sound into an essentially open space above the

grmmd. This condition may be considered fillfilled if the site consists of an

open space free of largo sound-reflecting objects {such as barriers, walls,

fences, hllls_ hedges, signboards, parked vehicles, bridges or buildings)

within the boundaries indicated in Figures A_. and A2 for the pass-by and the

statimmry vehicle measurements, respectively.

For the purposes ofthis requiremant, "large" means dimensions greater

than about one foot {0.3 m), Objects that would not bs considered "large," and

Are therefore permitted within the measurement area_ arc fire hydrants, tele-

phone or power poles, and rural mail boxes, but not, for e.xample, telephone

booths, or trees of any kind.
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Weather

Westher conditions may adversely affect measurement precision. Accord-

ingly, measurements shouhl not be made during preeipitstlon. Tile wind

velocity should be read from the anemometer immediately before each series

of measurements and at intervals of I/2 hour during the measurement period s

if wind conditions warrant. Measurements should not be made wimn the

average continuous or gust wind speed exceeds 12 mph {20 Icph).

Microphone Location

For all measurements, the surface upon which the microphone is located

should be within + 2 ft of the plane of the road _irfaee. The mlerophone height

should be 4 ft + 1 in (i. 2 m +2.5 era) above tim surface upon which it is located.

For the pass-by measurements the mierophone should be located at a

distance of 50 + 1/2 ft (15 + 0.1,5 m) from the ccnterl[ne of the nearest travel

lone. The microphone should have a clear and unobstructed line-of-sight to

the entire side of the vehicle for all points along the roadway witMa 35 feet of

the point of nearest approach.

For the stationary vehicle measurement the microphone shall be located

50 + 1/2 ft (15 + 0.15 m) from the fore-and-aft ccnterline of the vehicle, in a

plane normal to that eenterllne and passing within 3 ft (1 m) of the nearest

exhaust outlet.

Noise Measurement Procedures

The following procedures should be followed to assure accurate results in

the measurement of motor vehicle noise emissions:

(1) The microphone shotfld be oriented with respect to the vehicle being

measured in aeeordanee with the instructions or recommendations

of the microphone manufacturer for optimum fiat frequency response.

(2) To minimize the influence of the observer on the measurements, no

person should be positioned within 10 feet of the microphone nor

between the vehicle and the microphone.

(3) All noise measurements should be made with A-weighting and the fast

meter response of the sotmd level meter.
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(4) The background oolse at tile site (l'mmely, the noise level measuredr
with A-weighting and fast meter response due to ull other sources of

noise exeept lhc vehicle being measured) shsuR1 be measured from

time to time between vehicle passages. Vohiele noise ]Tle;tsurenlents

should not be made when the bucl<ground noise level is within 10 dB of

the permissible IH)iSC sim_dard for the measuron_ent in question.

(5) Ccwrections for mcasuremun! at different altitudes above sea-level

should be made is accerdunoe with the instructions of the microphone

munufseturer.

(_;) For vehicle pass-by measurements the maximum sound level observed

as the vehicle passes through the measurement site should lie recorded.

(7) For stationary engine run-up measurements ihc vehicle engise should

be accelerated as rapidly as possible from a low idle speed io ma.,:imum

governed speed with wide-open throttle, in neutral gear, and clutch

engaged. Measuremunt of the highest sound level that occurs duz'ing

the engine acceleration should be made at least twice, but more

measurements should bc made if necessary to achieve a satisfactory

test.
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Figure A-1. Test site clearance requirements for pass-by test.
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Figure A-2. Test site clearance requirements for stationary
run-up test.
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